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ABSTRACT 
Khan, Md. Fuad Hassan, Ph.D., Department of Civil, Architectural and Environmental 
Engineering, College of Engineering, Drexel University, July 2015. Multi-sensing NDT 
approaches for inspection of Structural components. Advisor: Dr. Ivan Bartoli, Co-
advisor: Dr. Antonios Kontsos. 
 
The economy of any country is tied to its infrastructure. Maintaining these assets is as 
critical as designing and building new infrastructures. Nondestructive testing (NDT) has 
been successfully embedded in the maintenance process in several applications in 
aerospace as well as in civil engineering. 
The simultaneous use of different nondestructive approaches could improve 
infrastructure condition assessment. As an example, Federal Highway Administration has 
recently developed a robotic multifunctional nondestructive evaluation platform to assess 
bridge decks that leverages high definition imaging, electrical resistivity, ultrasonic based 
methods and ground penetrating radar. Such systems might be expensive, however, NDT 
equipment is becoming increasingly affordable and the effective integration of few 
different nondestructive methods could significantly improve the way infrastructures are 
assessed. 
This research discusses how heterogeneous multi-sensing nondestructive approaches 
can be implemented and integrated for the assessment of civil as well as aerospace 
structural components. A combination of multiple NDT techniques was applied on a 
number of complex structural elements such as 7-wire strands, composite aircraft wing 
specimens, concrete masonry walls, mock-up and in situ bridge decks. 
A multi-spectral inspection system based on RGB and IR imaging for rapid 
assessment of bridge decks was developed. The developed system was installed on both 
 xvii 
 
aerial and ground based vehicles. A detailed calibration process of Infrared 
Thermography and the effect of environmental factors on its system efficiency were 
included.  
The multi-sensing NDT approach used in this study consisted of two acoustic and one 
optical technique. Ultrasonic (UT) and Acoustic emission (AE) were used as acoustic 
approach whereas Infrared Thermography (IRT) was used as Optical NDT approach. 
Each of these techniques has miscellaneous advantages and their integration can provide 
valuable information regarding the condition of a structure.  A data fusion approach was 
also implemented by combining impact echo (IE) and infrared thermography (IRT) on a 
concrete bridge deck specimen with embedded delamination to increase the reliability of 
results. 
The research performed has allowed to demonstrate the potential and limitations of 
selected NDT methods on structural components and has provided the necessary 
understanding to develop a framework to leverage multi-sensing heterogeneous NDT 
approaches. The validation of the framework on specific case studies was the goal of this 
research work.  
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background: 
Congested highways, corroding bridges and increasingly old infrastructures are 
constant reminders of the critical situation that put at risk US prosperity and quality of 
life. Establishing a long-term development and management plan for the nation 
infrastructure is a priority. Current infrastructure assessment is often based on periodic 
visual inspections. Several studies have shown how visual inspection approach can result 
in largely varying assessments that are qualitative and depend on inspector experience 
(Gucunski, 2013; Moore, Phares, Graybeal, Rolander, & Washer, 2001; Phares, 
Rolander, Graybeal, & Washer, 2001). 
Non Destructive Testing (NDT) can provide infrastructure owners and managers with 
detailed quantitative information about the condition of infrastructure components. 
Unlike visual inspection that is limited to the observation of the inspected material 
surface, NDT can assess components underneath their surface without damaging them or 
precluding their future use. In other words, selected NDT approaches can potentially 
observe damage at an early stage before it manifests at the surface.  
Many NDT techniques are today available to evaluate the condition of structural 
components. Traditionally, an NDT practitioner uses only one nondestructive test method 
to perform the evaluation. If the scope of work is straight forward, using a single test 
method is acceptable. However, there are times when a single test method does not 
provide enough information on the problem, and thereby combining different methods is 
essential. Knowing the advantages and limitation of each test method is key to applying 
the right combination of test methods to the evaluation (Lim & Cao, 2013). Furthermore, 
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in recent years, NDT has been automated to allow rapid assessments of infrastructure 
components such as concrete bridge decks by combining multiple methods (Gucunski, 
Maher, & Ghasemi, 2014). Despite research developments, providing reliable indications 
of deterioration to decision makers remains an open challenge, given a number of factors 
such as type of damage degradation sought, influence of operational and environmental 
factors affecting measurements, proper calibration and validation of technology and, 
ultimately, use of heterogeneous data (in terms of spatial and temporal sampling) coming 
from several testing methods. 
1.2 Motivation: 
Concrete bridge decks deteriorate faster than other bridge components. According to 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), as of December 2014, from the total of 
approximately 365 million m
2
 of concrete decks of the U.S. bridges, 100 million m
2
 is 
deficient (FHWA, 2014). The primary reason of this high percentage deficiency is the 
direct exposure of decks to traffic and environmental loads, and application of deicing 
chemicals in winter months (Gucunski et al., 2014). 
Currently, state DOTs are using between 50 and 80 percent of their budgets for 
maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement of bridges, on concrete bridge decks 
(Gucunski et al., 2014). Departments of Transportation have recognized the need to 
assess the condition of bridge decks and significant investments have been planned for 
the implementation of multi-sensing NDT systems to capture and quantify degradation in 
the form of cracks, delamination, concrete deterioration and corrosion. 
For bridge concrete decks, multiple studies have demonstrated the use of NDT 
methods. In recent years, the integration of Non Destructive methods has been 
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increasingly considered. For instance, FHWA and CAIT at Rutgers University have 
developed the RABIT
TM
 bridge deck assessment tool
1
, the first fully automated device 
that simultaneously gathers quantitative data with several Non Destructive technologies 
and melds it into a comprehensive diagnostic representation of concrete bridge deck 
condition-inside and out (La, Gucunski, Kee, & Nguyen, 2015).  While such systems 
have condensed state of the art NDT technology, a number of limitations can affect their 
use such as inspection speed, cost and traffic control or closure needs.  
A possible alternative is to use only few NDT methods that can allow a lower 
resolution but perhaps guarantee a faster assessment of bridge decks, for instance using 
Infrared (IR) Thermography and Visual (RGB) imaging. Such a non-contact 
“multispectral” system (using different wavelengths/frequencies of the electromagnetic 
spectra) can be mounted on dedicated ground vehicles and even on aerial platforms. Such 
a non-contact, multispectral, inspection system could provide rapid assessment of bridge 
decks and the location of regions of interest with surface cracking and internal 
delamination. This system could guide more in depth, low speed-high resolution 
inspections. Ultimately such a system could make a difference in the management and 
distribution of the financial resources for the maintenance of bridges.  
1.3 Research Objectives: 
The objectives of this thesis are to  
1) Explore the use of heterogeneous multi-sensing Non Destructive techniques, based 
on Optical and Acoustic approaches,  
2) Perform their validation for the assessment of civil infrastructure components, and  
                                               
1 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/research/tfhrc/programs/infrastructure/structures/ltbp/ltbpresearch/rabit/index.cfm 
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3) Demonstrate their integration and the fusion of extracted data. Data fusion has the 
potential to enhance the condition assessment of critical structural components.  
Heterogeneous NDT techniques will be described and the outcomes from their 
integrated applications for monitoring of critical structural components will be presented. 
A number of NDT investigations were performed for different case studies which are 
discussed into four research phases. 
1.4 Outline of the thesis: 
This thesis is divided into seven chapters and the summery of NDT approaches, their 
individual as well as combined application in different cases, their theoretical predictions, 
results enhancement approaches, experimental findings and future works are discussed in 
the relevant chapters.   
Chapter 1 addresses the introduction including general background, the problem 
statement, motivations and provides research objectives and o research. 
Chapter 2 represents a thorough review of available literature regarding history of 
heterogeneous NDT approaches for condition assessment of infrastructures, available 
modelling approaches, advantages and needs of different NDT techniques and 
automation in inspections process.  
Chapter 3 focuses on phase I of the performed research, which primary objective is to 
comprehend through numerical investigations and experimental studies on small 
specimens, the challenges, limitations and potential of different NDT approaches 
(Infrared Thermography and Acoustic based methods). The following research phases 
regard the use of the discussed NDT methods on different structural components.  
 5 
 
Chapter 4 presents phase II of this research and describes the use of multi sensing 
NDT (Acoustic emission, Ultrasonic and Infrared Thermography) for monitoring 
partially grouted concrete masonry walls subjected to quasi static horizontal displacement 
representative of seismic motion. The results from the three distinct NDT techniques are 
explained and conclusions are drawn discussing the potential of using multi-sensing NDT 
techniques to monitor such structural components.  Finite Element simulations are also 
performed to predict NDT results on concrete masonry walls.  
Chapter 5 presents the work done in phase III. The objective was to develop a 
portable rapid inspection system for rapid assessment of bridge decks. The main goal was 
to understand the feasibility to perform airborne inspection for real field applications.  
Chapter 6 discusses the tasks conducted in phase IV. The purpose of this task is to 
detect delaminations in a controlled concrete deck specimen and perform fusion of two 
active NDT approaches (IR and Impact Echo).   
Chapter 7 provides a summary of the research that has been conducted, discussing the 
impact of its findings followed by recommendations for future work. 
Appendix will present some additional information that is relevant to the work 
included in this thesis.   
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 General 
Aging and deterioration of infrastructure in the last few decades demands for 
effective methods for condition evaluation and maintenance. This resulted in 
development of structural health monitoring approaches for condition assessment. 
Structural health monitoring using NDT methods have been used for more than three 
decades. Nowadays, it has been recognized that NDT plays a vital role in the condition 
assessment of existing structural components. Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques 
can be used effectively for investigation and evaluating the actual condition of the 
structures. These techniques are relatively quick, easy to use, and cheap and give a 
general indication of the required property of the concrete.  
2.2 Structural Health Monitoring 
The process of implementing a damage detection and characterization strategy for 
engineering structures is referred to as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). Structural 
health monitoring systems enable inspectors and engineers to gather material data of 
structures and structural elements used for analysis. This process involves the observation 
of a structure or mechanical system over time using periodically spaced measurements, 
the extraction of damage-sensitive features from these measurements and the statistical 
analysis of these features to determine the current state of system health. Structural health 
monitoring (SHM) involves using sensors permanently attached to a structure to collect 
data to provide real-time information on its condition. Through on-going analysis of the 
data collected, SHM allows engineers and inspectors to observe any changes to the health 
of the structure, be the new defects, or the deterioration of existing flaws. Using reliable 
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data, an objective assessment can be made of a structure's ability to safely and efficiently 
perform its intended function. These in turn allow operators to better plan and prioritize 
their maintenance programs to ensure that their structures are able to do their job safely 
and efficiently. A more detailed description of SHM can be found in (Worden & Dulieu-
Barton, 2004). Damage identification is carried out in conjunction with five closely 
related disciplines that include SHM, condition monitoring (Bently & Hatch, 2003). non-
destructive evaluation (Shull, 2002), statistical process control (Montgomery & Woodall, 
1999) and damage prognosis (Farrar & Lieven, 2007). 
2.3 NDT approaches: 
A general definition of NDT is an examination, test or evaluation performed on any 
type of test object without changing or altering that object in any way, in order to 
determine the absence or presence of conditions or discontinuities that may have an effect 
on the usefulness or serviceability of that structure. Variety of NDT methods have been 
developed and are available for investigation and evaluation of different parameters 
related to strength, durability and overall quality of the target specimen. Each method has 
some strength and some weakness. Therefore prudent approach would be to use more 
than one method in combination so that the strength of one compensates the weakness of 
the other. The various NDT methods for structural condition assessment are listed below: 
Table 2-1: Major NDT Methods (Hellier, 2001) 
Method Principles Application 
Visual testing 
Uses reflected or transmitted 
light from test object that 
Many industries ranging 
from materials to finish 
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Method Principles Application 
imaged with human eye or 
other light sensing devices 
products and in-service 
inspection 
Penetrant testing 
A liquid containing visible 
or fluorescent dye is applied 
to surface and enters 
discontinuities by capillary 
action   
Virtually any solid 
nonabsorbent material 
having uncoated surfaces 
that are not contaminated  
Magnetic particle testing 
Test part is magnetized and 
fine ferromagnetic particles 
applied to surface, aligning 
at discontinuities 
All ferromagnetic materials 
for surface and slightly 
subsurface discontinuities; 
large and small parts 
Radiographic testing 
Radiographic film is 
exposed when radiation 
passes through the test 
object. Discontinuities affect 
exposure  
Most materials, shapes and 
structures. Examples 
include welds, casting, 
composites etc. as 
manufactured or in-service  
Ultrasonic testing 
High frequency sound 
pulses from transducer 
propagate through the test 
materials, reflecting at 
interfaces   
Most materials can be 
examined if sound 
transmission and surface 
finish are good and shape is 
not complex 
Eddy current testing Localized electrical fields Virtually all conductive 
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Method Principles Application 
are introduced into a 
conductive test specimen by 
electromagnetic induction 
materials can be examined 
for flaws, metallurgical 
conditions, thinning and 
conductivity 
Thermal infrared testing 
Temperature variation at the 
test surface are 
measures/detected using 
thermal sensors/detectors 
instruments/cameras 
Most materials and 
components where 
temperature changes are 
related to part 
conditions/thermal 
conductivity 
Acoustic emission testing 
As discontinuities 
propagate, energy is released 
and travels as stress waves 
through materials. These 
detects by means of sensors 
Welds, pressure vessels, 
rotating equipment, some 
composites and other 
structures subject to stress 
or loading 
 
The author was involved on a number of projects related to application of multi-
sensing NDT techniques for the assessment of different structural components where he 
has used three commonly used NDT techniques. These three NDT techniques are 
discussed in the following sections.  
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2.3.1 Infrared Thermography: 
IRT involves the acquisition and analysis of data from non-contact thermal imaging 
devices. An infrared (IR) camera is used to measure and image the emitted IR radiation 
from an object, which depends on its surface temperature. The location of flaws or 
deteriorations (superficial as well as internal) due to corrosion in large structures can be 
detected by in-situ IRT (Kisters & Kearney, 1991). Furthermore, stress concentrations in 
structural joints can be identified in thermal images based on the principle of IR emission 
(Rens, Wipf, & Klaiber, 1997). Infrared Thermography (IRT) is also used for 
investigating aspects of building envelope-walls and roofs. This inspection technique has 
been applied by a number of researchers for the evaluation of damage and to assess 
energy efficiency of buildings (Allen, 1987; Balaras & Argiriou, 2002; Ljungberg, 1988; 
Melballe, 1990; Moropoulou, Avdelidis, Koui, & Kakaras, 2001; Schott, Biegel, & 
Wilkinson, 1983; Titman, 2001; Tobiasson, 1988). Clark et al. (Clark, McCann, & Forde, 
2003) used Infrared Thermography to identify correctly known areas of delamination in a 
concrete bridge structure and also to investigate the internal structure of a masonry 
bridge. The applications of IRT technique are not limited to qualitative observations; 
rather, the use of transient thermography is also effective for quantitative measurements. 
Grinzato et al. applied quantitative transient IRT to find hidden corrosion damage in 
metals (Grinzato & Vavilov, 1998).  
IRT has been used to identify delaminations in highway concrete bridge decks (G. A. 
Washer, 1998), and the ASTM D4788 standard states the most suitable practice to 
conduct IR surveys of bridge decks (ASTM, 1997). Recently, researchers have studied 
the effect of environmental variability on IR for assessment of bridge decks (G. Washer, 
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Fenwick, Bolleni, & Harper, 2009), accounting for the effect of solar loading (G. Washer, 
Fenwick, & Bolleni, 2010) and shading conditions(G. Washer, Fenwick, Nelson, & 
Rumbayan, 2013). 
2.3.2 Ultrasonic testing: 
Ultrasonic NDT approach are becoming more commonplace in industry because of 
the tremendous advances being made in the mathematics and mechanics of wave 
propagation that allows us to understand the unusual behavior characteristics that could 
become a major benefit in ultrasonic non-destructive testing methodologies. Ultrasonic 
NDT is one of the most effective techniques to inspect variations in material conditions in 
components and structures, as well as to locate existing cracks and voids, for example, in 
grouted regions of concrete masonry walls (Kewalramani & Gupta, 2006; Komlos, 
Popovics, Nürnbergerová, Babal, & Popovics, 1996).  One of the earliest uses of 
ultrasonic wave was developed in 1912 as a direct response to the sinking of Titanic 
which led to future applications of this system in underwater (Kreyszig, 2010). In 1940 
this technology was widely applied in sonar and radar for materials inspection in United 
States, Britain and Germany (Rogerson & Murgatroyd, 1980). An introduction to 
practical ultrasonic NDT, at technician level has been developed by Drury (Drury, 2004). 
A wide ranging introduction to quality control and most NDT techniques was given by 
the American Society for Metals (Davis, 1989), and this also includes a section on 
ultrasonic inspection. Harumi et al. examined the motion picture of computer simulation 
for elastic wave from transducer (K Harumi, Saito, & Fujimori, 1979; Kasaburo Harumi, 
Suzuki, & Satô, 1973; Saito, Fujimori, Harumi, & Okada, 1982). They also discriminate 
the defects having corner and mode converted longitudinal waves. The NDT techniques 
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are also used widely in pipe inspections. Lowe et al. developed a model that uses guided 
waves in the wall of pipe for defect detection (Lowe, Alleyne, & Cawley, 1998). UT is a 
popular approach to assess the state of masonry in the built environment and to evaluate 
the effectiveness of grout injection (ASTM, 1996(b)). Different countries have 
standardized the methods to perform UT (Komlos et al., 1996).  
2.3.3 Acoustic Emission: 
Acoustic Emissions (AE), which is a passive version of GUW, constitutes a suitable 
NDT technique for real time monitoring of multi-wire strand damage. AE are described 
as transient elastic waves produced by the sudden redistribution of energy caused by 
localized sources within the material such as crack growth (Roberts & Talebzadeh, 2003) 
and fiber breakages (Huguet, Godin, Gaertner, Salmon, & Villard, 2002; Pappas, 
Kontsos, Loutas, & Kostopoulos, 2004), among others. Conventional AE source location 
methods are typically used to spatially locate crack development (Landis & Shah, 1994), 
whereas moment tensor analysis has been used to identify the location of the source and 
orientation of the damage (Ohtsu, Okamoto, & Yuyama, 1998; Ouyang, Landis, & Shah, 
1991). Several researchers have suggested the use of AE to assess the degree of damage 
or as a method to monitor structural integrity (Matsuyama, Fujiwara, Ishibashi, & Ohtsu, 
1993; Yuyama, Okamoto, & Nagataki, 1994). AE measurements were conducted for the 
evaluation of the state of a deteriorated concrete wall (Uomoto, 1987). Many researchers 
have also suggested the applicability of the Kaiser effect for assessing the deterioration of 
concrete structures (Hearn & Shield, 1997; Yuyama, Okamoto, Shigeishi, & Ohtsu, 
1995). 
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2.4 Modelling approach for interpretation of NDT 
2.4.1 Infrared thermography: 
Modeling thermal phenomena occurring during and after thermal excitation of 
structures is helpful to fully understand all the aspects of their thermal behavior, thus 
enhancing IRT effectiveness in internal structures detectability (Carcangiu, Cannas, 
Concu, & Trulli, 2012). Analytical models for combined heat and moisture transfer in 
building construction are not new (Philip & De Vries, 1957; Rode & Burch, 1995). Philip 
and De Vries developed a theoretical approach for coupled heat and moisture movement 
in porous media (Philip & De Vries, 1957). A 3D finite element model was used to 
explain the lock-in thermography process for finding the location and quantify the size of 
rail squat defects (Peng & Jones, 2013). Streza et al. described a 3D theoretical approach 
based on lock-in Infrared Thermography for the quantification of linear open surface 
cracks (Streza, Fedala, Roger, Tessier, & Boue, 2013).  
2.4.2 Ultrasonic testing: 
A series of computer programs have been applied by Bond and his coworker to 
investigate the body and surface wave scattering (Blake, Bond, & Downie, 1982). A 
number of NDT techniques were developed to characterize the defect in railway 
industries. Bartoli et al. modeled guided wave propagation to detect damage in long-
range rail road track (Bartoli, di Scalea, Fateh, & Viola, 2005). They used a commercial 
finite element package to model ultrasonic guided waves in structural components. At 
surfaces and interfaces more complex vibrations make other waves possible such as 
Rayleigh waves, Lamb waves and other forms of Guided Waves that have been 
intensively studied both experimentally and analytically (Achenbach, 2012; Rose, 2004; 
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Viktorov, 1970). Understanding the interaction of elastic waves with flaws is necessary to 
size defects (Thompson, 1983). The limitations imposed by analytical methods, which are 
applicable at very low and very high frequency ranges (Achenbach, 2012; Viktorov, 
1970), have been overcome in recent years by numerical methods. Temple (Temple, 
1989) and Bond (BOND, 1990) have reviewed advantages and limitations of various 
numerical approaches employed to solve wave equation. Barratt and Collins (Barratt & 
Collins, 1965) have shown that flaw cross-section can be estimated from the far field 
amplitude of the scattered wave in the direction of propagation of the incident wave. 
Gubernatis et al. have obtained an analytical expression for the differential scattering 
cross-sections for a plane wave incident on an arbitrary shaped flaw in terms of scattered 
and incident wave amplitudes and material constants(Gubernatis, Domany, Krumhansl, & 
Huberman, 1977). White has calculated the scattered cross-sections for the case of 
scattering by a hollow circular cylinder and fluid filled cylinder, and the results were 
compared with his experiments (White, 1958). The effectiveness of conventional finite 
element modeling of elastic waves propagating in structural components has been shown 
in the past. The case of Lamb waves in free plates is a classical example (Alleyne & 
Cawley, 1991; Moser, Jacobs, & Qu, 1999). 
2.4.3 Acoustic Emission: 
Much research effort has recently focused on guided wave propagation effects in the 
interpretation of AE signals (Gorman & Prosser, 1991; Prosser, 1991). Integral transform 
techniques have been used to predict the Lamb wave response for AE sources in 
anisotropic composite materials (Guo, Mal, & Ono, 1996). Solutions were obtained for 
both exact elasticity theory and approximate laminated plate theory, and were shown to 
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be in agreement with experimental observations. A dynamic finite element method has 
been developed for predicting AE waveforms in the far field in plates (Hamstad, Gary, & 
O'GALLAGHER, 1996). Giordano et al modeled the AE wave propagation and predicted 
the displacement at a given location (Giordano, Condelli, & Nicolais, 1999). Recently, 
Minozzi et al introduced a lattice model to study the AE process associated with the 
dynamic fracture in a disordered medium (Minozzi, Caldarelli, Pietronero, & Zapperi, 
2003). 
2.5 NDT for structural components 
Many other Non Destructive Techniques have been considered in the past few 
decades to assess the conditions of civil infrastructures. For the sake of brevity, this 
literature review focuses on NDT methods that can be employed to assess the conditions 
of concrete bridge decks and masonry structures. 
2.5.1 Masonry Structure: 
The study of building rules and structural details, such as wall sections, has great 
importance in defining the structural behavior of masonry buildings. The diagnostic 
process should be based on an accurate survey, which should document the current state 
of the building. A preliminary in-situ survey is useful in order to provide details about the 
geometry of the structure and in order to identify the points where more in-depth 
investigations need to be concentrated (Bosiljkov, Uranjek, Žarnić, & Bokan-Bosiljkov, 
2010). NDT can be helpful in finding hidden characteristics, such as internal voids and 
flaws, and the characteristics of the wall section (Croci, 1998; Da Porto, Valluzzi, & 
Modena, 2003; Schuller, Berra, Atkinson, & Binda, 1997; Valle, Zanzi, Binda, Saisi, & 
Lenzi, 1998). 
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There are many test methods for in-place evaluation of masonry. These tests can be 
used to check specific masonry problems or conditions as shown in the following table. 
 
Table 2-2: Masonry NDT test Methods and Applications (Suprenant, Schuller, & Society, 
1994) 
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Visual-Optical  X   X X    X X X X 
Rebound X X            
Pullout X X            
Drilling  X            
Penetration X X            
Push X             
Core X             
Bond Wrench X             
Flatjack X X X X          
Pulse Velocity X X   X     X  X X 
Impact Echo X    X     X  X X 
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Thermography 
       X X X X   
Corrosion 
activity 
           X  
Petrography             X 
Load testing X  X    X       
 
 
2.5.2 Bridge Structure: 
The US has 578,000 highway bridges, which are the lifelines of US commerce. The 
average life span of highway bridges is about 70 years and the majority of bridges 
currently in use were built after 1945. Bridges play an important role in the economy 
which makes it vital that they are well maintained and protected from various processes 
that cause damage to their structural integrity. These deterioration processes includes 
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flooding, freeze/thaw cycles and ageing that take place over time. Large traffic loads and 
vibrations also can cause damage to bridge structural components. Cracks are often seen 
in deteriorating bridge structures, some of which are visible (e.g. delamination) and some 
of which are invisible (e.g. moisture ingress) (Alani, Aboutalebi, & Kilic, 2014). 
Presence of surface and subsurface cracks is harmful for bridge components since they 
lead to the structural failure. Figure 2-1 shows some causes that can lead to structurally 
deficient bridge. 
Figure 2-1: Causes that can lead to Structurally Deficient Bridge (OIG, July 21, 2010) 
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Currently, the various aspects of bridge health are monitored separately. However, 
measuring these aspects independently does not give the overall health of the bridge and 
crucial indicators of structural damage can be neglected. Generally, bridge health 
assessments take the form of individual NDT (non-destructive techniques) detecting 
individual defects. However value can be added to these results by combining and 
comparing the findings of several different NDT surveys. A number of monitoring 
methods are available for bridge inspection and those are shown in Figure 2-2. 
 
 
Figure 2-2: Monitoring methods in bridge engineering (Yanev, 2007) 
 
There are many NDT techniques, each based on different theoretical principles, and 
producing as a result different sets of information regarding the physical properties of the 
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structure. They have different advantages and disadvantages. Their application cost also 
varies on case by case basis. Table 2-3 represents pros, cons and cost associated with 
different NDT techniques for bridge inspection.  
 
Table 2-3: NDT tests for bridges (McCann & Forde, 2001) 
Inspection 
method 
Parameter 
measured 
Advantage Disadvantage Cost 
Visual 
Surface 
condition 
Quick; modest 
skills required 
Superficial Low 
Proof load 
test 
Load carrying 
capacity 
Definitive 
Very slow and 
possibly dangerous 
Very high 
Coring 
Specific 
internal 
dimensions 
Definitive 
dimensions 
Measurement only 
at test point; scars 
the bridge 
Moderately 
high 
Vibration 
testing 
Mode shapes 
and/or 
signature 
Gives some indirect 
measure of current 
condition 
Difficult to 
quantify data; 
heavily damped 
masonry bridges 
give yield little 
response 
High 
Impact testing 
Mode shapes 
and/or 
signature 
Gives some indirect 
measure of current 
condition 
Difficult to 
quantify data; 
heavily damped 
Moderate 
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Inspection 
method 
Parameter 
measured 
Advantage Disadvantage Cost 
masonry bridges 
give yield little 
response 
Ultrasonic 
NDT 
Wave 
velocities 
through 
structure 
Relatively quick 
Only works on 
individual 
masonry blocks 
due to signal 
attenuation; no 
information on 
major elements 
Moderate 
Sonics 
Wave 
velocity; 
tomographic 
cross-sections 
Moderately slow; 
gives useful 
information on 
major elements 
Requires skill to 
interpret data 
Moderately 
high 
Conductivity 
Relative 
conductivity 
Quick; gives 
relative 
conductivities over 
a large area to a 
maximum depth of 
1.5 m 
Limited depth 
penetration of 1.5 
m; complements 
radar 
Low 
Radar Electromagne Quick; can give Poor penetration Moderately 
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Inspection 
method 
Parameter 
measured 
Advantage Disadvantage Cost 
tic wave 
velocity 
good penetration; 
can give good 
image of internal 
structure 
through clay infill 
and salt 
contaminated fill; 
requires skill to 
understand data 
high 
 
2.6 Automation in inspection: 
Conventional bridge inspection process is time consuming, hazardous, and may be 
affected by environmental conditions. It is of great interest, therefore, that an automated 
and/or tele-operated inspection robot be developed to replace the manual inspection 
procedure (Lee, Hwang, Hong, & Lee, 2009). Although robot technologies have evolved 
in a variety of industrial areas, robot application technologies for the safety diagnosis and 
maintenance of real bridges have lagged behind (Oh et al., 2009). A robotic system for 
inspecting the safety status of bridges is proposed Oh et al.(Oh et al., 2009). Metni et al. 
used unmanned aerial vehicles for bridge inspection (Metni & Hamel, 2007).   
2.7 Advantages and Needs 
There are several advantages in Infrared Thermography scanning. Compared to other 
types of Non Destructive Testing, scanning Infrared Thermography is considerably 
quicker in operation as well as fairly portable. Most systems are also non-contact, 
meaning that the equipment does not come into contact with the materials being tested, 
which provides no opportunity for the samples to be inadvertently damaged. In terms of 
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scanning large areas, very few systems can match its potential ease and speed. 
Additionally, infrared systems continue to drop in price and complexity as IR technology 
improves. Finally, the principles of heat transfer that guide scanning Infrared 
Thermography in its analysis are relatively well known and understood. 
The advantage of ultrasonic based testing over other vibration based approaches is its 
high sensitivity to small discontinuities due to the high probing frequencies. Moreover, 
ultrasonic stress waves have been demonstrated to provide both damage detection and 
show stress measurement capabilities. Stress measurements can be either achieved by 
monitoring wave velocity or other wave properties such as amplitude and frequency. 
Regarding defect detection, this can be achieved both for active damage in real-time and 
for pre-existing damage in a post-event fashion, with the same sensing hardware. 
A major advantage of AE testing over other NDT techniques is that it is passive, 
global and can detect damage evolution over time. AE monitoring can be used to detect 
damage initiation and subsequent damage progression long before macroscopic failure. 
Another attractive feature of AE testing is its capability to estimate real time source 
locations. 
Each NDT method is affected by challenges of different nature. Environmental and 
operational conditions can severely impact the accuracy of the NDT inspections. Since 
NDT equipment is becoming increasingly affordable and the integration of few different 
nondestructive methods feasible, exploring how to integrate heterogeneous multi-sensing 
nondestructive approaches could greatly benefit the assessment of civil as well as 
aerospace structural components. 
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The capacity of a bridge is currently determined based on theoretical calculations that 
may not be accurate. Bridge inspectors tend to base the classification of a bridge on their 
own experience, leading a high variance in assessment. Furthermore, use of a particular 
NDT approach may not detect a specific type of delamination. Use of combination of 
multiple NDT approaches can detect, locate and quantify verities types of damages. 
Therefore, a combination of multi-sensing NDT approaches certainly increase reliability 
of assessment results.  
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CHAPTER 3 : MULTI-SENSING NDT FOR DAMAGE 
ASSESSMENT OF CONCRETE MASONRY WALLS (CMW) 
3.1 Abstract: 
This chapter presents a hybrid non-destructive testing (HNDT) approach based on 
(non-contact) infrared thermography (IRT), (passive) acoustic emission (AE) and (active) 
ultrasonic (UT) techniques for effective damage assessment of partially grouted concrete 
masonry walls (PGMW). This hybrid monitoring approach could be implemented for the 
health monitoring of concrete masonry structures (CMS). The implementation of this 
system assists the cross validation of in situ recorded information for structural damage 
assessment. Non-destructive testing (NDT) was performed on PGMW subjected to cyclic 
horizontal loading. The obtained IRT, AE and UT results successfully monitored the 
progressive damage process throughout the loading history. 
3.2 Experimental Setup: 
A set of full-scale Partially Grouted Masonry Walls (PGMW) with dimensions of 
3.86 x 3.86 m was tested. The walls consisted of concrete blocks with nominal size of 
200×200×400mm. Portland cement lime mortar was used in the construction of the test 
specimens. Coarse grout according to standard specification for masonry C476-99 with 
an average net compressive strength of 23 MPa (3,400 psi) meeting ASTM 1019-00b and 
250 mm (10 in.) slump was used. The grout was used to fill only the reinforced cells 
along the edges and centerline of the walls. MTS actuators with 350, 110 and 55 Kips 
capacity were assembled on the strong wall to apply a lateral cyclic displacement and 
vertical constant load, respectively. Two extra courses were constructed above the target 
height to provide development length. The test was performed in displacement control 
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with a displacement time history shown in Figure 3-1 applied at the top loading beam 
[Figure 3-2]. Each load cycle was repeated twice. The horizontal drift was incrementally 
increased until failure. This procedure allows a full assessment of the structural 
component behavior and associated reactions as loading leads to final failure (Bolhassani, 
2013). 
 
Figure 3-1: Displacement profile including NDT scheme: (a) Wall-1 (b) Wall-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Partially grouted concrete masonry wall test setup: (a) Actuator setup (b) 
Specimen internal configuration showing grouted and un-grouted zone. 
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A detailed representation of the displacement profile and loading scheme is given in 
Figure 3-1(a) and Figure 3-1(b) for masonry wall-1 and masonry wall-2. The scheme in 
Figure 3-1 represents that an initial infrared scanning was performed on both pristine wall 
specimens to monitor its structural configuration. Then after cyclic load begins, Acoustic 
emission (AE) and Infrared thermography (IRT) were performed during each cycle of 
loading while the ultrasonic (UT) tests were executed in between each loading cycle. The 
partially grouted wall and the actuators used to load the structure are shown in Figure 
3-2(a) and Figure 3-2(b). 
A National Instrument PXI (NI PXIe-1062Q) unit running LabVIEW was used for 
data acquisition for both the active (UT) and passive (AE) acoustic approaches [Figure 
3-3(c)]. AE was recorded while the specimen was progressively loaded and stress waves 
were generated and recorded in between each loading cycle [Figure 3-1(a) and Figure 
3-1(b)]. The acoustic waveforms were recorded through PCB PIEZOTRONICS 
accelerometers bonded at the toe of the wall [Figure 3-4]. The accelerometers had an 
operating frequency range from 0.5-100kHz with a resonant frequency ≥ 35 kHz. These 
accelerometers were bonded at the four corners of a rectangular region of 508 mm x 812 
mm [Figure 3-4(b)]. The recorded signal length was equal to 10,000 points with a 
sampling rate of 2 MHz. To minimize unwanted noise, such as mechanical vibrations 
from the testing actuators, two different threshold values were used for both active and 
passive acoustic approach. The threshold values were 0.05 Volt and 0.3 Volt for AE and 
active sonic test respectively. A high frequency impact hammer was used for generating 
stress waves [Figure 3-3(a)]. The impact hammer has a resonant frequency ≥100 kHz and 
a measurement range of 222 N pk.  
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During the test, a HD Pro Webcam C920 was placed at the back of the wall to 
monitor the damage condition of the region of interest during each loading cycle. The 
camera monitored the same region instrumented with accelerometers. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: NDT setup: (a) Test scheme (b) Elevated Infrared camera configuration for 
scanning the top region of the wall (c) Infrared thermography camera and Acoustic (UT 
and AE) setup (d) Sensor-channel input connections. 
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Figure 3-4: Monitoring location for active and passive acoustic approach: (a) Portion of 
wall considered for acoustic investigations (b) Zoomed view of the inspected location 
showing accelerometer positions and hammer impact location. 
 
The infrared thermography (IRT) system that was used for the masonry wall was a 
FLIR SC 325 infrared camera. This system was used to inspect the structural integrity of 
the masonry wall.  The IR camera resolution is 320×240 pixels with a field of view of 
25
o
x18.8
o
. The IR camera was placed at a distance of 5m from the wall prior to the test to 
scan the entire wall. A forklift was used to position the camera at different locations and 
image the whole wall [Figure 3-3(b)]. A smaller distance of 1m was then considered for 
the IR camera to achieve higher spatial resolution while the wall was being loaded 
cyclically. The acquisition sampling rate was 4Hz during image acquisition. This 
experimental investigation used Passive thermography as the wall was subjected only to 
ambient temperature variations. 
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Unwanted grout accumulation during 
construction
(a) (b)
No grout accumulation in hollow region
 
3.3 Experimental Results: 
3.3.1 Infrared Thermography: 
The NDT investigation was carried out on two large masonry walls (wall-1 and wall-
2); each of them was built based on a different structural design. Full field IR scans for 
these two walls were performed for the pristine wall specimens. Figure 3-5 represents full 
field IR images of the two masonry walls highlighting grouted and un-grouted portions. 
Temperature variations between the hollow and grouted sections allow the thermal 
contours to identify the internal structural configuration which is not otherwise visible. 
For each wall, IR scanning was performed to cover a field of view equivalent to one-
fourth of the whole area. Each segment was then stitched together to get a full image of 
the masonry wall. Each IR image was averaged 500 times to improve image clarity. 
These infrared images revealed unwanted accumulation of grout in hollow regions of the 
masonry wall-1 [ Figure 3-5(a)] while these manufacturing errors were not present in the 
hollow portion of the masonry wall-2 [ Figure 3-5(b)]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Full field Infrared images of two masonry walls showing grouted and un-
grouted regions (a) masonry wall-1 (b) masonry wall-2. 
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Thermal images were also acquired throughout each loading cycle. The IR camera 
was placed 1m away from the toe of the wall to obtain close view images. The IR images 
collected during the first 12 cycles did not show significant crack formation in the 
monitored region. 
A first crack was clearly observed while the wall was being loaded at the thirteenth 
cycle [Figure 3-6]. Due to damage progression, the discontinuities in the masonry cause 
temperature gradients in the wall. This temperature change was detected by infrared 
thermal camera as the material discontinuity affects the surface temperature profile. 
Figure 3-6(a) thru Figure 3-6(d) represents subsequent IR images that have been 
extracted from the recorded IR video during the 13
th
 loading cycle. Figure 3-6(e) shows 
the temperature distribution along a horizontal line at the center of the field of view. 
Since surface temperature was affected by the changing ambient conditions, the 
temperature was normalized by its mean value. A sharp temperature change is observed 
at Frame 2306 recorded during the 13
th
 loading cycle. The sharp temperature drop is 
observed near pixel 200 that corresponds to the location of a newly forming vertical 
crack. The infrared images of progressive damage for the 14
th
 and 15
th
 cycles are shown 
in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 respectively. 
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Figure 3-6: Near field Infrared images of masonry wall-2 showing progressive damage 
during 13
th
 cycle: (a) frame#225; (b) frame# 2071; (c) frame# 2200; (d) frame# 2306; (e) 
Normalized temperature along Line 1 
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Figure 3-7: Near field Infrared images of masonry wall-2 showing progressive damage 
during 14
th
 cycle: (a) frame# 71; (b) frame# 1596; (c) frame# 1840; (d) frame# 2702; (e) 
Normalized temperature along Line 1. 
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Figure 3-8: Near field Infrared images of masonry wall-2 showing progressive damage 
during 15
th
 cycle: (a) frame# 66; (b) frame# 1093; (c) frame# 1977; (d) frame# 2672; (e) 
Normalized temperature along Line 1.  
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distribution of the surface wall clearly highlights internal regions with grout and regions 
with unwanted grout accumulation [Figure 3-5 (a)]. 
3.3.2 Ultrasonic Results 
Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show both generated impact signals and representative 
received ultrasonic waveforms along with the corresponding images that have been 
recorded at the end of each cycle of loading. No significant changes in waveforms were 
observed until the 8
th
 cycle. Only data corresponding to the 6
th
 cycle [Figure 3-9(a)] is 
presented here as representative of earlier loading cycles. Waveforms recorded after 
loading cycles 8, 9, 10 are shown in Figure 3-9(b), (c) and (d) respectively. Similarly, 
waveforms from cycles 11 to 14 are presented in Figure 3-10. All waveforms recorded by 
the 4 accelerometers are normalized by the amplitude of the impact force exerted through 
the modal hammer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-9: Normalized ultrasonic waveforms recorded after different loading cycles of 
the masonry wall-2: (a) after cycle 6, (b) after cycle 8, (c) after cycle 9, (d) after cycle 10. 
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Figure 3-10: Normalized ultrasonic waveforms recorded after different loading cycles for 
the masonry wall-2 (a) after cycle 11, (b) after cycle 12, (c) after cycle 13, and (d) after 
cycle 14. 
 
Figure 3-11 represents changes of two extracted features such as time of arrival and 
amplitude with respect to progressive loading cycles. The cross correlation technique 
between the generated impact and received waveform was applied to calculate the time of 
arrival. Time of arrival and amplitude features were calculated based on the signals 
recorded in each channel. Moving average trend lines were drawn to monitor their 
correlation to damage accumulation in the specimen. The time of arrival trend line plot 
indicates that the results were almost constant up to the eighth cycle. Subsequently, time 
of arrival progressively increased with the increase of cycle number. Similarly, the 
amplitude trend line reveals a significant drop after the eighth load cycle. This is caused 
by the formation of large discontinuities in the masonry and the consequent scattering 
and reflection of the stress waves. 
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Figure 3-11: Extracted features throughout the loading cycles: (a) Time of arrival and (b) 
Normalized amplitude. 
UT approach provides clear indications of damage. In Figure 3-9(b), cracks are 
marked on the monitored toe region. These cracks are responsible for large variations of 
the ultrasonic signatures recorded by the accelerometers due to the scattering of 
ultrasonic waves induced by the impact hammer. In the following loading cycles, new 
cracks appeared in the damaged toe region that almost completely reflected the waves 
induced by the hammer and as a result negligible waveforms were recorded by the 
sensors as shown in Figure 3-10. Based on the experimental results, UT signals are 
affected mostly by the extension of the cracks that while growing are progressively 
obstructing the paths of stress waves rather than by the crack width. Initial cracks 
forming in the wall, for instance at the 8
th
 and 9
th
 cycles, are relatively thin but sufficient 
to significantly scatter the waves travelling from the impact point to the accelerometers. 
For instance, the appearance of a thin crack depicted as 3-3 at the end of cycle 9 (see 
Figure 3-9c) is responsible for the dramatic amplitude reduction of the signals recorded 
by accelerometers CH1 and CH4 (that are both along paths disrupted by crack 3-3).  It is 
concluded that once a thin air gap is formed, waves tend to be severely attenuated despite 
the crack width. 
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3.3.3 Acoustic Emission Results: 
AE can be very effective in monitoring damage of concrete masonry structures 
(Masera, Bocca, & Grazzini, 2011). Figure 3-12 presents a typical recorded AE 
waveform [Figure 3-12 (a)], as well as the total number of emissions recorded during 
each cycle for two different walls [ Figure 3-12(b), Figure 3-12(c)]. Each load cycle was 
repeated twice for both masonry walls (wall-1 and wall-2) except for the last three cycles 
(C13, C14, C15) of the masonry wall-2 [Figure 3-12 (c)]. The results in Figure 3-12(b) 
and Figure 3-12(c) indicate that the total number of emissions decreased during the 
second load cycle. As during the first loading cycle of each pair the structure reached a 
level of stress that had not been previously applied, the majority of new crack formations 
or development of existing cracks occurred at the first of the two cycles. Therefore, the 
total number of emissions from the first set exceeded those occurring during the second 
one. This phenomenon agrees also with the well-known Kaiser effect in AE (Benavent-
Climent, Castro, & Gallego, 2009).  
 
Figure 3-12: Acoustic emission results: (a) Typical acoustic emission waveform 
recorded, (b) total number of emissions recorded during each load cycle of the masonry 
wall-1 and (c) total number of emission recorded during each cycle of masonry wall-2.  
AE activities were observed since the preliminary load cycles. The rate of AE activity 
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wall-2. For both the walls, the maximum increase in the rate of AE activities were 
observed during 9th cycle and they were 57% and 41% increase with respect to their 
previous cycle for wall-1 and wall-2 respectively. As shown in Figure 3-9(c), at the end 
of loading cycle 9 a large network of cracks was formed in the toe of the wall and 
damage continued progressing with additional new cracks as shown in Figure 3-10. 
Significant increase of AE for both the walls tested is observed once the wall behavior 
becomes nonlinear and initial cracking occurs in the monitored toe region within the 5
th
 
and 9
th
 load cycles. 
The energy of recorded AE signals was calculated by integrating the squared time signal. 
Figure 3-13 represents the cumulative total energy of the recorded signals from four 
different channels. Accelerometer 1 and accelerometer 2 were placed near the edge of the 
wall, whereas the other two accelerometers were bonded far from the edge [Figure 
3-4(b)]. The cumulative energy from channel 1 and channel 2 is much higher compared 
with that of channel 3 and channel 4, which indicates higher damage activity near 
channel 1 and channel 2 [Figure 3-13]. Furthermore and as expected, the rate of the 
cumulative AE energy increases as loading progresses which is a further indication of 
occurring damage. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-13: Cumulative total energy throughout the cyclic loading of the masonry wall-
1: (a) channel 1, (b) channel 2, (c) channel 3, and (d) channel 4. 
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Three features were extracted from the AE datasets such as amplitude, RMS and peak 
frequency. The features were calculated and plotted for different load cycles as shown in 
Figure 3-14and Figure 3-15. The peak frequency was computed by applying Fast-Fourier 
Transform (FFT) on each recorded signal and then selecting the frequency corresponding 
to the maximum amplitude. These frequency domain plots are useful to identify different 
AE signatures which can potentially also correlate with distinct failure mechanisms. The 
plots further reveal that the frequency range of the received signal from each 
accelerometer is different [Figure 3-14, Figure 3-15].  The accelerometers used in this 
study, are sensitive to “lower frequency” accelerations and the presented results 
demonstrate that they can capture AE in partially grouted concrete masonry walls adding 
to the active testing modality (generation-sensing of stress waves) an additional sensing 
modality (passive approach based on AE sensing). 
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Figure 3-14: Variation of AE frequency and amplitude vs loading cycle of masonry wall-
2: (a) channel 1; (b) channel 2; (c) channel 3; (d) channel 4. 
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Figure 3-15: Variation of frequency and RMS vs loading cycle of masonry wall-2: (a) 
channel 1; (b) channel 2; (c) channel 3; (d) channel 4. 
3.4 Discussion 
In this chapter, the three NDT strategies adopted have shown distinct success in 
observing damage progression. Acoustic Emission is proven as an excellent technique to 
monitor damage progression in aerospace and civil engineering applications. In 
controlled laboratory settings, AE activities have been successfully correlated to damage 
progression and damage type as shown for instance in the study by Farhidzadeh et al. 
(Farhidzadeh, Salamone, & Singla, 2013) and confirmed in this study. However, the 
extension of these results into real operating structures remains challenging due to 
environmental effects (rain, wind, hail) and operational conditions (traffic induced noise, 
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electromagnetic interference, etc.) that can introduce significant noise in the AE 
waveforms. 
For these and other reasons, AE represents an excellent approach to trigger additional 
investigations in structural components where many emissions are recorded but not fully 
classified. For instance, AE could benefit when used in conjunction with other 
monitoring and NDT techniques. When possible, an active ultrasonic technique, such as 
the one discussed in this paper, could confirm the existence of cracks. For instance, when 
the waveforms generated by an impactor are scattered by defects along the path between 
actuator and receiver, a verification of damage occurrence could be provided as shown in 
this study. Obviously, the sensing system used to record both AE activity (passive 
approach) and stress waveforms generated by an impact source (active approach), needs 
to be robust. If the sensors are malfunctioning or improperly bonded to the structure, 
damage detection algorithms based on such waveforms will become useless. 
Consequently, when possible, inspections should be performed with additional 
independent sensing systems. Infrared thermography (IR) could be used to provide clear 
confirmation of damage. Depending on the resolution of the IR camera, the distance from 
the observed region of interest, the temperature conditions of the surface and the 
environmental conditions, small damage can be observed even when inspecting areas 
where cracks are difficult to observe visually due to poor illumination and low intensity 
contrast conditions. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a multi sensing approach for monitoring concrete masonry 
walls. A combination of three different NDT techniques was successfully applied for 
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structural evaluation and damage interpretation. An initial infrared scanning was 
performed to evaluate subsurface structural condition. Internal distribution of grout was 
clearly mapped as well as unwanted grout accumulations. Subsequently, three NDT 
systems based on IRT, AE and UT were used to cross validate the progressive damage 
while the specimen was being loaded cyclically. These results demonstrate the potential 
for damage assessment of the concrete masonry walls. The integration of multiple 
techniques for structural evaluation and damage quantification of civil infrastructure 
could be implemented in an intelligent structural health monitoring system (ISHM) for 
reliable continuous assessment of civil engineering assets. 
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CHAPTER 4 : MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL 
IMPLEMENTATION OF INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY ON 
CONCRETE MASONRY STRUCTURE  
4.1 Abstract: 
This paper is a combined numerical and experimental study which aims to 
demonstrate the implementation of the infrared thermography (IRT) method for the non-
destructive evaluation of concrete masonry structural components. Specifically, a three-
dimensional finite element (FE) analysis is formulated and implemented to predict both 
steady state and transient heat transfer in masonry specimens. A micro-element approach 
is followed to build the FE model geometry of the masonry walls. The model provides 
surface temperature contours which are the prime interest of infrared thermography. 
Three different scaled masonry specimens with identical thermal properties are 
considered for this study. The FE simulation results of heat diffusion are initially 
compared with finite difference method predictions for one specimen. Subsequently, the 
FE results are validated by implementing experimentally the IRT method on the other 
two specimens. The numerically predicted temperature values agree well with the actual 
measured values which validate the use of the IRT method for the nondestructive 
evaluation of concrete masonry components. 
4.2 Heat Transfer Modelling 
4.2.1 Governing Equations: 
The heat transfer through a material is governed by the following equation: 
 - ( 
∂qx
∂x
+
∂qy
∂y
+
∂qz
∂z
)+Q=ρc
∂T
∂t
              (1) 
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where, qx, qy and qz are the components of heat flow per unit area;  is the density of 
the material; c represents heat capacity; Q is the internal heat generation rate per unit 
volume; t is time and T is temperature. The components of heat flow can be expressed 
using Fourier’s law  as follows (Hahn & Ozisik, 2012): 
 q
x
=-k
∂T
∂x
,      q
y
=-k
∂T
∂y
,      q
z
=-k
∂T
∂z
             (2) 
where, k is the thermal conductivity coefficient. 
By substitution into Eq. (1), the governing heat transfer equation can be defined as: 
 [
∂
∂x
(k
∂T
∂x
)+
∂
∂y
(k
∂T
∂y
)+
∂
∂z
(k
∂T
∂z
)]+Q=ρc
∂T
∂t
                (3) 
To obtain a unique solution the following boundary conditions are defined: 
Specified temperature,    Ts=T(x,y,z,t)           (4) 
Specified heat flow,     q
s
=q
x
nx+qyny+qznz          (5) 
Convection boundary conditions,   h(Ts-Te)=qxnx+qyny+qznz          (6) 
Radiation,      σεTs
4
-αq
r
=q
x
nx+qyny+qznz          (7) 
Here, Ts is the surface temperature that can be prescribed or is unknown; Te is the 
convective exchange temperature; h is the convection coefficient; σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant; α is the surface absorption coefficient; ε is the surface emission 
coefficient and q
r
 is the radiant heat flow per unit area. 
Figure 4-1 provides a schematic representation of an IR test where thermography 
senses the radiation on the surface S1 of a component subject to internal heat conduction, 
convection, and radiation. In the specific example, the boundary conditions can be 
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represented on the surfaces S2, S3, S5 and S6 that have both convective (Eq. 6) and 
radiant (Eq. 7) interactions with the surrounding environment while surface S4 is shared 
with a large foundation that has fixed temperature (Eq. 4). 
 
Figure 4-1: Active infrared thermography (IRT) on a cubical 3D specimen with different 
boundary conditions using heat transfer phenomena. 
 
Two well-known numerical methods were initially considered to model steady state 
and transient heat transfer in this paper: finite difference method (FDM) and finite 
element method (FEM). The two approaches were first used to represent heat transfer in a 
simple geometry homogeneous concrete block. After gaining confidence in both 
approaches, FEM was selected to model more complex geometries. 
4.2.2 FDM: 
FDM consists of the formulation of nodal networks, the development of a scheme of 
concurrent algebraic nodal equations and the solution of the developed system of 
equations (Bergman & Incropera, 2011). FDM was applied to perform a 3D heat transfer 
analysis of a 0.39m×0.21m×0.06m concrete solid block sample (see Figure 4-2). The 
used material properties are shown in Table 4-1. Details on the implementation of the 
finite difference method and on the solution of the heat transfer problem can be found in 
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(Rathore & Kapuno, 2011). MATLAB R2012a V7.14.0.739 was used to perform this 
numerical study (Temple, 1989). The mesh size of the whole specimen resulted in a grid 
with approximate size of 0.03m. The numerical solution was achieved using central 
difference approach for both steady state and transient heat transfer cases. 
Table 4-1: Material Properties 
Material Property Masonry Block Mortar Grout 
Density,  1620 kg/m3 960 
kg/m
3
 
2600 
kg/m
3
 Thermal conductivity, k 0.93 W/m.K 0.29 
W/m.K 
1.23 
W/m.K Specific Heat, c 880 J/kg.K 780 
J/kg.K 
980 
J/kg.K Emissivity,  0.93 0.93 0.92 
Convection heat transfer coefficient 
to air, h 
20 W/m
2
.K 
20 
W/m
2
.K 
20 
W/m
2
.K 
 
4.2.3 FEM: 
In modelling masonry structures and structural components, micro element approach 
uses a series of small brick elements to model the masonry assemblage whereas, macro 
element models are often utilized to predict the overall response of the system with a 
limited number of degrees of freedom (Minaie, 2009). The FE simulations in this 
research were conducted using the commercial FEM package, ABAQUS V6.10 (BOND, 
1990). All the constituents of the masonry systems modeled, including the units and the 
mortar, were separately discretized using brick elements. The numerical models were 
meshed using 3D solid elements (ABAQUS element DC3D8, an 8-node linear heat 
transfer brick element with three translational degrees of freedom at each node). A 
sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the adequate mesh of each model.  
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Three different scale concrete masonry specimens were modeled to predict the heat 
transfer represented in Figure 4-1. Comparison between FDM and FEM was performed 
for the concrete block shown in Figure 4-2(a). FEM was used to model all the remaining 
specimens.  
 
Figure 4-2: Three different scale concrete masonry specimens: (a) Small concrete block; 
(b) Small masonry wall; (b) Large masonry wall. 
The concrete block, partially grouted small masonry wall and partially grouted large 
masonry wall have overall dimensions of 0.39m×0.21m×0.06m, 1.01m×1.02m×0.20m 
and 3.64m×3.68m×0.20m respectively (see Figure 4-2). The masonry specimens 
consisted of masonry block units, mortar and grout. The material and thermal properties 
of these components are shown in Table 1. These thermal properties were collected from 
documentation supplied by the masonry manufacturer. The structural configuration of 
small and large masonry wall models was developed according to the experimentally 
constructed specimens shown in Figure 4-3(b) and Figure 4-4(b).  
Each specimen was modeled to represent both steady-state and transient heat transfer 
response. The surface elements were subjected to the interaction with the surrounding 
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environment through convection and radiation heat transfer phenomena (see Figure 4-1, 
Surfaces 2, 3, 5, 6). Boundary conditions were applied at the bottom surface (Surface S4) 
by both constraining the displacement of the corresponding nodes and imposing a fixed 
temperature. A uniform and constant heat flux was applied at the front surface (Surface 
S1). 
4.3 Experimental Setup: 
4.3.1 Specimen Preparation: 
Experimental investigations were carried out on two partially grouted masonry 
specimens, built following two different structural designs (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). 
Concrete block masonry units following ASTM C 90 standard were used in the 
construction of all test specimens. Nominal dimensions of these concrete blocks were 
400mm×200mm×200mm. Portland cement mortar was used in the construction of the 
walls. ASTM C 476 standard coarse grout with a slump of 250mm was mixed in the lab 
and then used for grouting purpose. All the walls were allowed to cure and dry at a 
controlled laboratory temperature for about sixty days prior to testing. The external 
dimensions of the large masonry wall were 3.64m×3.68m×0.20m while the small 
masonry wall measured 1.01m×1.02m×0.20m. Four rectangular regions remained un-
grouted inside the large wall with dimension of 1.42m×1.42m (Figure 4-3); similarly four 
0.2m×0.2m regions remained un-grouted within the small masonry wall.  
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Figure 4-3: Large masonry wall: (a) photo and (b) structural configuration 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Small masonry wall: (a) photo and (b) structural configuration. 
 
4.3.2 Infrared thermal camera and heating source: 
The reported investigation was carried out to inspect the internal location of voids and 
monitor the change of temperature during an active thermography process. A FLIR 
SC325 infrared camera with a resolution of 320×240 pixels and a field of view of 25o×
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18.8
o
 was used to monitor the surface temperature of the test specimens. The temperature 
sensitivity of the camera is <50mK and the IR images were acquired at a sampling rate of 
4Hz during testing. FLIR ExaminIR V1.40.10 was used for the acquisition of IR images 
(Barratt & Collins, 1965).   
 
Figure 4-5: Infrared Thermography Setup: (a) Large Masonry Wall; (b) Small Masonry 
wall without external heat source; (c) Small Masonry wall with external heat source. 
A set of 1000 watt twin head halogen lamps was used as an external heat source to 
heat the specimens at the front surface (Figure 4-5c).  The lamps were placed at a 
distance of 6m and 1.25m from the large and small masonry walls respectively. An image 
of the test setup with application of the IR camera is shown in Figure 4-5.  The position 
of IR camera from small masonry specimen was sufficient to cover the whole region of 
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interest whereas a forklift was used to position the IR camera at different locations and 
image the whole large wall [see Figure 4-5(a) and Figure 4-5(b)]. 
4.3.3 IR camera calibration and comparison with true temperature: 
 
The Infrared (IR) Camera ability to measure absolute temperature and image 
temperature gradients was explored by a calibration study using a micro-concrete 
specimen at different temperatures inside a laboratory environment. A concrete block of 
2’x2’x2” dimension was considered for this calibration study. The concrete block was 
placed vertically so that its front face temperature could be monitored. Figure 4-6(a) 
shows the locations on the concrete surface considered for temperature monitoring, 
marked as T1, T2, T3 and T4. T1 and T4 are corresponds to temperature measured from 
contact thermocouple whereas T2 and T3 are corresponds to the temperatures from IR 
thermography. Due to the presence of contact thermocouple, IR temperature 
measurements were performed in nearby locations since sensors footprints were not 
accessible to IR measurements.     
The surface temperature of this concrete specimen was recorded using thermocouples 
connected to Campbell Scientific CR1000 data acquisition system. Infrared imaging was 
performed simultaneously and IRT estimated temperatures were compared with the 
contact sensors. (Two contact thermocouples 110 PV-L with 0.64Ώ resistance)  
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Figure 4-6: IR calibration test (a) Micro-Concrete block with location of temperature 
measured (b) Reflective temperature measurement (c) True temperature comparison test 
  
The object parameters that are needed to measure true surface temperatures with a 
FLIR SC325 infrared camera are emissivity, Distance from object, Reflected 
temperature, Atmospheric temperature and Relative humidity. Emissivity is a material 
property and thus its value for concrete surface was 0.92 [(Materials, 2015)]. Distance 
from camera to object was measured 1.37m. The reflected temperature was measured 
78.6
o
F [Figure 4-7(c)]. It was measured by placing a reflective surface (foil paper 
wrapped around a foam board) in front of the camera and taking its average temperature 
(a) (b)
(c) Contact Thermocouple
Concrete Specimen
IR Camera
Reflective Surface
T1
T2 T3
T4
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value [Figure 4-7(a)]. The atmospheric room temperature and humidity was measured 
80
o
F and 30% respectively inside the Lab.     
 
 
Figure 4-7: Measurement of reflective temperature (a) Placement of reflective surface (b) 
IR image showing a box for measuring average temperature of the reflective surface (c) 
detail information of the box as shown in IR image.   
 
Figure 4-8 shows measured temperatures at four different locations and their 
comparisons. Figure 4-8(a) represents the grayscale IR image showing the location of 
temperature measurements. Temperature T2 and T3 was obtained from IR thermography 
and they are 78.7
o
F and 78.8
o
F respectively [Figure 4-8(b)]. Two more nearby 
temperatures T1 and T4 measured by contact thermocouples are 78.42
o
F and 78.43
o
F 
respectively [Figure 4-8(c)].     
(b) (c)(a)
Reflective Surface
Reflective Surface
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Figure 4-8: Measured temperature comparison (a) IR image showing measured 
temperature locations (b) Temperature measurement using IR thermography (c) 
Temperature measurement using contact thermocouple. 
 
Time-dependent temperatures were also monitored and compared between the two 
temperature measurement systems. A dedicated experiment was performed to observe the 
temperatures (T1, T2, T3 and T4) at the locations of the same concrete specimen for 
duration of 2000 second with ambient condition. The obtained results are shown in 
Figure 4-9. Another experiment was conducted to observe the transient temperature 
change. For this case an external heat source was used to increase the surface temperature 
until 301.5 K. Then the external heat source was removed and the specimen was allowed 
to cool down for 7200 second.  The temperature changes during this cooling process was 
T1
T4
T2 T3
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monitored and compared at the same four locations. Figure 4-10 represents this transient 
temperatures comparison.    
 
Figure 4-9: Time-dependent temperature comparison at regular room temperature (a) 
comparison between PV110-1 & IR-1 (b) comparison between PV110-2 & IR-2 
 
Figure 4-10: Transient temperature comparison of heated specimen a) comparison 
between PV110-1 & IR-1 (b) comparison between PV110-2 & IR-2 
The temperature comparison between contact and IR temperature measurement 
shows the successful calibration of IR device. In alternatives, calibrations can be achieves 
using a black body as explained in ASTM standards. 
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4.3.4 Absorbed heat flux estimation for masonry walls: 
The thermograph of the masonry wall surface is influenced by the magnitude and 
duration of incident heat flux. A portion of this incident heat flux is absorbed by the 
masonry specimen. This absorbed heat flux is necessary for the comparison with the 
simulation results (Starnes, Carino, & Kausel, 2003). To estimate this absorbed heat flux 
experimentally, the temperatures were recorded during heating period on both the front 
and the back surfaces of the masonry specimen. The temperature gradients along the 
thickness were calculated from the temperature of these two surfaces. The temperatures 
on the front surface were measured using the infrared thermal camera whereas the 
temperatures on the back surface were measured using an infrared thermal gun. Then the 
temperature gradient along the thickness was used in Eq.2 to find out the absorbed heat 
flux (Modest, 2003; Monde, Arima, & Mitsutake, 2003; Rahman, Ölçeroğlu, & 
McCarthy, 2014; Reichelt, Meingast, & Renz, 2002). An average value of heat flux was 
used for the finite element simulation. This absorbed heat flux estimation was performed 
for both the small and large masonry wall. 
4.4 Results and Discussions: 
4.4.1 FEM and FDM comparison for small cubical specimen: 
A small cubical specimen shown in Figure 4-2(a) was selected to compare the 
numerical 3D heat transfer results independently obtained using finite element method 
and finite difference method. The analysis was performed for both steady state and 
transient phenomena (Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12). The applied maximum heat flux on the 
front surface was 40 W/m
2 
for both the steady state and the transient cases. Natural 
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convection heat losses in air were considered for all other surfaces. The convection heat 
transfer coefficient was considered as 20 W/m
2
.K (Janna, 1999). 
For the steady state simulations, the temperature profiles along the symmetry line of 
the edge surface and the 2 symmetry lines of the front surface of the specimen are shown 
in Figure 4-11. 
 
Figure 4-11: Steady state simulations comparison between finite element and finite 
difference methods: (a) Temperature profile along edge surface; (b) Temperature profile 
of front surface along horizontal symmetry line; (c) Temperature profile of back surface 
along vertical symmetry line.   
The transient analysis was performed for 6,000 sec. The comparison between FEM 
and FDM is provided in Figure 4-12 where transient temperatures of the central node of 
the front surface are plotted versus time to show the effect of different initial specimen 
temperatures with respect to the surrounding room temperature. 
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Figure 4-12: Comparison between finite element and finite difference methods for 
transient heat transfer. Temperature of central node on concrete block front surface: (a) 
when initial specimen temperature is equal to surrounding temperature; (b) when initial 
specimen temperature is lower than surrounding temperature; (c) when initial specimen 
temperature is higher than surrounding room temperature.   
 
The initial specimen temperature was considered constant (295K) for all three 
transient analysis cases whereas the surrounding room temperatures were different. The 
surrounding room temperature for the cases related to Figure 4-12(a), Figure 4-12(b) and 
Figure 4-12(c) were 295K, 300K and 290K respectively. The agreement between the 
FDM and FEM simulations was satisfactory with differences within 1%.  Following this 
preliminary set of simulations that provided confidence in the numerical models, the 
following simulations were performed only by using ABAQUS FEM models. 
4.4.2 Experimental and FEM comparison for small masonry wall: 
A laboratory IR scanning was carried out on the small masonry wall to obtain its 
surface temperature contour. Figure 4-13 represents thermographs of the specimen 
obtained using the FLIR IR camera and the surface temperature map predicted by the 
ABAQUS finite element analysis.  
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Figure 4-13: Surface temperature map on Small masonry wall: (a) Obtained 
experimentally by Infrared thermography; (b) predicted by finite element model. 
 
The small wall was partially grouted and there were four un-grouted regions inside 
the wall. Due to presence of these voids, the heat flow varies along the thickness. 
Therefore, the surface temperature differs in hollow and grouted sections. The 
temperature variations allow the thermal contours to identify the internal structural 
configuration. The thermographs from experimental investigation and finite element 
analysis clearly depict the location of four voids inside the masonry specimen (Figure 
4-13).  
Thermographs of experimental data were recorded at 4Hz sampling rate during the 
entire heating and cooling period. The masonry specimen was heated for 200 min and 
then allowed to cool down until it reached its initial body temperature of 295K. This 
cooling period required approximately 300 minutes. The heating sources were placed at 
an angle of approximately 45° with respect to the vertical plane normal to the wall 
surface. The lamps were also angled approximately ±15° with respect to horizontal axis 
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to achieve a uniform distribution of incident heat flux on the front surface. A fraction of 
this incident heat flux was absorbed through the specimen. This absorbed heat flux was 
calculated by measuring the temperature difference at multiple points on the front and 
back surfaces. The average value of the estimated absorbed heat fluxes was considered in 
the FE model analysis. The average absorbed heat flux was estimated experimentally to 
be 10 W/m
2
 and it was applied on the front surface of the specimen for 200 min. This 
absorbed heat flux was used as input in the ABAQUS finite element analysis. Convection 
and radiation heat losses were considered for all other exposed surfaces of the FE model 
(Eq. 6, 7). Since the bottom surface of the wall was in contact with the pavement, a fixed 
temperature equivalent to the floor temperature was applied at the bottom surface as a 
boundary condition (Eq. 4). 
Initially at time t=0 sec, the surface temperature was fairly uniform throughout the 
surface. During the application of heat, the temperature difference between grouted and 
un-grouted regions increased. After 200min the specimen reached a temperature 
difference between grouted and un-grouted regions of approximately 2K. The surface 
temperature profile along the horizontal centerlines (Line 1 and Line 2 shown in Figure 
4-13) of the front surface at t=200min is shown in Figure 4-14. As expected, the 
temperature at the un-grouted region is higher than the temperature at the grouted region 
(Figure 4-14). It is also visible that the temperature at grouted regions near the center is 
about 0.2K higher than the grouted regions near the edge.  Figure 4-14 also represents the 
comparison between FE analysis and experimental temperature profiles for the two 
horizontal lines. 
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Figure 4-14: Temperature profiles along the lengths of the Small masonry wall: (a) Along 
Line 1 and (b) Line 2 as defined in Figure 4-13. 
Temperatures recorded and predicted during the heating and cooling process are also 
reported. Three different locations were selected on the wall surface to capture the 
transient phenomenon and temperatures time histories are shown in Figure 4-15 for a) 
grouted region near the edge (GNE) of the specimen, b) the grouted region at the center 
(GNC) of the specimen and c) the un-grouted (UG) region of the specimen. 
After 200min of heating, the surface temperature measured experimentally at the un-
grouted (UG) region was 301.9K while the FE analysis estimated a value of 302.2K. The 
surface temperature of the grouted region near the edge (GNE) was experimentally 
measured to be 300K and computed as 300.1K with the FE analysis. 
4.4.3 Image enhancement: 
Although the internal voids were visible from the infrared images after heating the 
small masonry specimen, the image contrast was further improved by employing outlier 
analysis (Figure 4-16). 
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Figure 4-15: Transient IR thermography on Small masonry wall: (a) Estimated applied 
heat flux time history on the masonry surface; (b) Experimental and (c) FE model 
temperature time histories on the wall surface. Temperatures are computed at the grouted 
regions at the center of the wall (GC) and near the edge (GNE) and in the center of the 
ungrouted regions (UG). 
An outlier is an observation that appears to deviate markedly from the typical pattern 
of observations exhibited for other cases. Here, the observation defines normal condition 
of the masonry wall specimen. The multivariate outlier analysis was performed to 
obtained Mahalanobis distance (A. Manohar & Lanza di Scalea, 2014) of the 
thermograph of the small masonry wall. The set of variable features used to perform this 
analysis were: a) Area under the heating curve, b) Root mean square of the heating curve, 
c) Kurtosis of the heating curve and d) Area under the cooling curve. For each pixel a 
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curve similar to the one shown in Figure 4-14(b) was extracted and Mahalanobis distance 
computed. This Mahalanobis distance is an non-negative scalar and is defined as 
D = (x - x̅)
T
S-1(x - x̅)               (8) 
where, x is the potential outlier vector, ?̅? is the mean vector of the reference case and 
S is the covariance matrix of the reference case. 
 
Figure 4-16: Enhancement of the Infrared thermal Image of small masonry wall. (a) 
Original infrared image; (b) Mahalanobis distance plot obtained from pixel IR 
temperature time histories. 
Figure 4-16(a) shows the experimentally obtained raw thermal image of the wall after 
200 minutes of heating and Figure 4-16(b) shows the enhanced image obtained plotting 
the multivariate outlier analysis for each pixel. This approach could be leveraged to 
enhance active IR imaging and clearly visualize internal voids in the partially grouted 
masonry walls. 
4.4.4 Experimental and FEM comparison for large masonry wall: 
Similar studies have been conducted for the large partially grouted concrete masonry 
wall of Figure 4-5(a). Figure 4-17represents the comparison of the thermographs 
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resulting from simulated and experimentally recorded data. The IR scanning was 
performed in 4 separate segments due to the large field of view needed. The wall 
specimen was heated using four 1000Watt twin head halogen lamps for approximately 10 
hours overnight inside the laboratory prior to infrared scanning. A controlled room 
temperature 295K was maintained throughout the heating period.  
 
Figure 4-17: Thermography on large masonry wall: (a) Infrared thermography and (b) 
finite element model predicted surface temperature map. 
Due to the large size of the wall and its distance from the heat source, the temperature 
difference between the grouted and un-grouted regions was only about 0.4K after heating. 
The IR images were recorded only after the heating while no recording was possible 
during the heating period. The IR images of four regions were obtained and then they 
were stitched together to form the full field of view image shown in Figure 4-17(a). 
Figure 4-17(b) shows the surface temperature contour of the same masonry wall 
predicted by the FE simulations. Similar to the small wall, the absorbed heat flux was 
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obtained here by collecting temperatures of different points on both front and back 
surface of the masonry specimen. The temperature data were recorded from fifteen 
different points on both surfaces. This data collection was performed during the last 30 
minutes of the heating period.  Finally, the estimated heat flux was 0.52 W/m
2
.    
4.4.5 Front surface comparison between three specimens: 
To summarize all the cases considered in this study, Figure 4-18 represents the front 
surface temperature contours of three different scaled concrete masonry specimens 
predicted using FE analysis.  
After heating the specimens, the surface temperature profile of the void-less concrete 
plate was relatively uniform whereas temperature increases in the un-grouted region for 
the two partially grouted specimens can be clearly observed from Figure 4-18(b) and 
Figure 4-18(c). The temperature at the center of the 0.39m×0.21m concrete block was 
3.2K higher than its surrounding lowest temperature. 
For the partially grouted small masonry wall, the temperature at the un-grouted 
regions was about 2K higher than in the grouted region. The temperature difference 
between the grouted and un-grouted regions for the large masonry wall was found 0.4K 
according to the finite element analysis.             
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Figure 4-18: Front surface contour from FEM model for three different scaled concrete 
masonry specimens: (a) Concrete block; (b) small masonry wall; (c) Large masonry wall. 
4.5 Conclusions: 
The objectives of this research were to effectively model heat transfer in partially 
grouted concrete masonry walls and improve visualization of the active thermography 
process on the concrete masonry specimens. Multiple controlled experiments were 
conducted in the laboratory and their outcomes were compared with numerical analysis. 
After successfully comparing two numerical approaches (finite element and finite 
difference), FE method was selected to deal with geometrically more complex models 
and heterogeneous materials. Finite element analyses were performed for two partially 
grouted concrete masonry walls and the results were compared with experimental 
outcomes. External heat sources were used to impose a heat flux to the tested walls. The 
heat absorbed depends on several factors such as the power of the heat source, distance 
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between the source and the object, size of the specimens and surrounding environmental 
conditions. The duration of heating played an important role on creating temperature 
gradients between grouted and un-grouted regions. The transient thermography results 
from both experimental and numerical analysis agreed satisfactorily with each other. 
Finally, an Outlier Analysis was implemented to allow an enhanced representation of 
internal voided regions in partially grouted concrete masonry walls by leveraging 
temperature time histories extracted from active thermography.  
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CHAPTER 5 : PORTABLE MULTI-SPECTRAL MONITORING 
SYSTEM FOR NON DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF BRIDGES  
5.1 Abstract: 
The U.S. currently spends tens of billions of dollars annually to inspect infrastructures 
and collect subjective, qualitative data that can often be unreliable or largely irrelevant. 
Inspections also require adequate access to remote locations, for e.g. appropriate 
scaffolding, lifting and additional protective equipment, which might increase the 
associated personal safety risk and add costs. 
This chapter presents the implementation of a portable monitoring system to rapidly 
assess the condition of a bridge deck using multi-spectral imaging system. The tests used 
an optical infrared scanner and standard RGB video cameras mounted on both aerial and 
ground transportable system. IRT is used to find and identify possible subsurface 
delamination of the concrete bridge deck. This approach has vital benefits in unveiling 
incipient anomalies that can lead to the rapid degradation of the deck, and in providing 
comprehensive records of their locations. High resolution images were also taken to plot 
the visual image of the whole deck for surface crack identification.  
Use of unmanned vehicles is currently experiencing a tremendous growth primarily in 
military and homeland security applications. However, it is a matter of time until 
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) will be widely accepted as platforms for implementing 
monitoring and inspection procedures. Researchers at Drexel University are exploring the 
use of quadcopters as vehicles to carry a set of remote sensors with the ultimate goal to 
perform bridge assessment.  
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Another test using a manned helicopter performed an inspection of a long span bridge 
using multispectral images. These multispectral aerial images were collected using both 
infrared (IR) and RGB camera during scanning the bridge superstructure. Global views of 
the bridge using both sets of images were created with an image stitching algorithm. The 
global views are qualitative, but with enhanced algorithms leveraging GPS data, the 
technique will allow to locate damage in infrastructure, such as deterioration in bridge 
decks. 
5.2 In-situ Bridge Inspection: 
5.2.1 Inspection using ground transportation: 
This test used an imaging infrared (IR) scanner and two standard video RGB cameras 
mounted on a vehicle [Figure 5-1] to detect delamination and de-bonded regions on the 
same vertical lift bridge. The RGB camera 1 was mounted near the IR camera [Figure 
5-1] whereas RGB camera 2 was mounted on the passenger side of the van to track the 
location of the vehicle during testing. The IR and RGB camera 1 were mounted on a steel 
rack over the van at 12ft from the ground surface to facilitate top down view and scan the 
bridge deck from top [Figure 5-1.(b)].  The image acquisition rate was set 30Hz for all 
the cameras.  Given the lane width of 9-10 ft, two passes were necessary to scan each 
lane. A similar approach with a different system assembly was used to perform deck 
bottom surface scan. Figure 5-1(c) shows the setup for scanning the bridge from bottom. 
The vehicle was driven at a speed of approximate 5-10m/h for the both test. The data 
from the IR scanner and the RGB videos was recorded in the summer between 10am and 
2pm. 
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Figure 5-1: Bridge deck inspection using ground transportation (a) Scanning from top and 
bottom of the bridge (b) Top scan system assembly (c) bottom scan system assembly 
 
The locations of potential regions were traced for both top [Figure 5-2] and bottom 
[Figure 5-3] surface of bridge deck through scanning performed using ground 
transportation. Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 show few representative regions of interests 
among many other findings. The advantage of this type of scanning will assist to locate 
the delamination at higher depth that may not be discoverable from one side but can be 
seen from other side.  Figure 5-2 (b) (c) (d) & (e) are the images collected at the location 
marked in Figure 5-2 (a). Figure 5-2(d) & (e) show the IR images where a horizontal cold 
spot is notable. The reason of this cold spot was due to the presence of underlying steel 
member and it was detectable by the IR camera. The location of this finding was 
confirmed through RGB camera 2 images [Figure 5-2(c)]. It was also found that the 
temporary shadow from the steel rack over the van in Figure 5-2(b) was captured by the 
RGB camera but not present in the infrared image [Figure 5-2(d)&(e)].   
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Figure 5-2: Top scan results performed by ground transportation system (a) aerial view of 
the bridge (b) Top down view from RGB camera 1 (c) Lateral view from RGB camera 2 
(d) Grayscale IR top down image (e) Rainbow IR top down image. 
IRT Scanning at the bottom of the deck highlighted cold regions in corroded areas 
with possible humidity and hidden water pockets. Figure 5-3(a) shows the approach 
followed during scanning the bridge deck from bottom using ground transportation 
equipped with multispectral system. Figure 5-3(b) presents a representative IR image 
showing the cold spot region and the corresponding corroded location was shown in the 
RGB image [Figure 5-3(c)]. 
Figure 5-3: Bottom scan performed by ground transportation system (a) Side view of 
the bridge (b) Bottom up IR image (c) Bottom up RGB image  
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5.2.1 Airborne inspection: 
An airborne inspection was performed to collect multispectral images of a bridge 
using helicopter [Figure 5-5(a)]. The purpose of this test was to scan the structural 
members of the bridge for crack detection and to record temperature maps along the 
vertical lift truss bridge. The cameras used here were FLIR SC325 IR camera and Canon 
EOS 1 RGB camera [Figure 5-5(b)]. A distance of 100ft was maintained from the bridge 
for safety constraints.  The speed of the helicopter was 10mph. Five lateral passes were 
made along the bridge length at different elevation to ensure a picture frame overlap 
between a half and one third [Figure 5-4(b)]. This lateral scanning was performed on both 
side of the bridge. The bridge was also scanned from the top by making one passes 
towards both directions. The image acquisition rate was 30Hz for the IR camera and 1Hz 
for the RGB camera.  
 
Figure 5-4: IR and RGB scanning of the vertical lift bridge using helicopter (a) Lateral 
scanning (b) Top scanning 
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Figure 5-5: Multispectral imaging setup at in-situ vertical lift bridge (a) Aerial Imaging 
using helicopter (b) IR and RGB camera setup 
This airborne inspection is important to understand the requirements and challenges 
during in-situ measurements. The entire bridge structure was scanned within half an hour 
from a human driven helicopter with a payload that consists of high resolution RGB and 
IR camera. The test required an experienced pilot and a minimum suitable distance from 
the external truss surface was maintained during lateral and top scanning. Figure 5-6 
shows the representative multispectral images at three different locations. The main 
limitation to perform a manned helicopter scanning was to maintain a fixed distance from 
the bridge structure which can be avoid by using a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
equipped with GPS system. The constant feedback from the GPS can be useful to plan 
the flight path for maintaining a safe distance from the target object. A constant speed can 
also be maintained through a remote control and travel path can be tracked using GPS 
information. Figure 5-7 shows a high resolution image from the lateral scan. This image 
mosaic was constructed by stitching the collected high resolution images [Figure 5-7(a)].  
A progressive zooms on regions of interest show the detail that can be captured by high 
resolution imaging [Figure 5-7(a) and Figure 5-7(b)]. These high resolution images of the 
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bridge structure ensure detail information with accuracy for the entire structure and 
provide complete documentation for the future reference.   
 
Figure 5-6: Aerial high resolution multispectral images at different locations using 
helicopter scanning (a) Bridge aerial view (b) IR and RGB image at location1 (c) RGB 
image at location3 (d) IR and RGB image at location2 
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Figure 5-7: High resolution aerial imaging of the inspected Bridge collected by a manned 
helicopter (a) High resolution panoramic image (b) zoom at location1 (c) zoom at 
location2 
 
Figure 5-8(a) shows IR thermograph mosaic of the bottom chord of the bridge. The 
thermograph mosaic was formed by stitching the collected IR images. This mosaic image 
of the bridge structure contains detail evidence and information from any particular 
region can be obtained by progressive zoom [Figure 5-8].  
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Figure 5-8: IR images collected by a manned helicopter (a) Panoramic IR image of the 
bottom chord of the bridge (b) zoom at location1 (c) zoom at location2 
5.3 Mockup Concrete Deck Inspection:  
5.3.1 Inspection using portable cart: 
The tests used an imaging infrared (IR) scanner and standard video RGB cameras 
mounted on a moving cart to detect delamination and debonded regions on a mock up 
Bridge deck. The RGB camera was mounted on top of the IR camera but, given its larger 
field of view, it recorded images of larger segment on the deck [Figure 5-9(b)]. The field 
of view of the infrared camera allowed the scanning of a region of 1.5 ft x1.25 ft for each 
frame whereas the field of view for the RGB camera was 4 ft by 4 ft at the same time. 30 
frames per second were recorded during the entire test. The external dimension of the 
bridge deck was 31 ft by 13 ft.  Initially gridlines were drawn along the deck surface. A 
total of five passes along the length were necessary to scan the whole deck. The data 
from the IR scanner and the RGB videos were recorded simultaneously during daytime. 
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A stationary IR and RGB scanning were also performed to record short time videos of 
different regions separately on the deck [Figure 5-9(a)].  These regions were selected in 
such a way that they should have at least 20% overlap with its adjacent regions and 
altogether should cover the whole deck. Finally these images were stitched together to 
map the whole deck. For this setup, both the cameras were mounted on a tripod which 
was place over an elevated platform [Figure 5-9(a)] and the image acquisition rate was 
4Hz.  
 
Figure 5-9: Multispectral imaging at mock up bridge deck (a) Stationary IR Monitoring 
(b) Portable IR monitoring 
 
The purpose of this investigation was to detect location of delamination of a mock up 
bridge deck using noncontact multispectral aerial imaging. The high resolution RGB 
images were taken between 2 and 4 feet from the deck surface at different angels to 
simulate flight conditions and infrared thermography was performed to image the 
temperature contour of the whole bridge deck. ASTM D4788 standard, which defines the 
conditions and appropriate method for an infrared survey of a bridge deck, was followed 
during the infrared thermography test The temperature contour from the infrared 
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thermography results showed variation in surface temperature which indicates the 
location of subsurface anomalies. Figure 5-10(a) displays an high resolution aerial image 
of the whole deck and a zoom view of a particular section of the grid was shown in 
Figure 5-10(b). The grid intersections were marked with red sticker so that this can act as 
a common mark on the adjacent images taken using high resolution RGB camera [Figure 
5-10]. Figure 5-11(a) shows the RGB image of the whole deck and Figure 5-11(b) 
represents the IR thermal image of the entire bridge deck. The thermal map of the entire 
deck was constructed by stitching the collected IR images of different segment of the 
deck [Figure 5-11(b)]. From the IR investigation, three subsurface defects were identified 
and they were marked as D1,D2 and D3 in both RGB and IR images.  
 
Figure 5-10: Aerial High Resolution images (a) Stitched images (b) Zoom view of 
potential crack locations 
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Figure 5-11: Delamination locations at mock up bridge deck (a) Image from RGB camera 
(b) Stitched image from IR camera 
5.3.2 Inspection using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV): 
The equipment that are available at Drexel University team to perform the UAV 
based bridge inspection is shown in Figure 5-12. Two different scaled UAVs are 
currently available at the team for inspection: (i) F550 [Figure 5-12(a)] and (ii) Skyjib X4 
[Figure 5-121(b)]. The preliminary investigation of UAV based scanning was performed 
on a small mockup bridge deck using F550. Skyjib X4 is planned to use for the 
inspection on large infrastructure in future. A multispectral system consists of a RGB and 
an IR camera was installed on the UAV. These optical systems were chosen in such a 
way so that the drone can carry their weight. GoPro Hero3 camera was used for RGB 
image collection [Figure 5-12(c)] and a FLIR TAU2 IR camera with an operating range 
of -40
o
C to 80
o
C was used for thermal imaging [Figure 5-12(d)]. 
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Figure 5-12: Available equipment for UAV inspection (a) F550 (b) Skyjib X4 (c) Go Pro 
RGB camera (d) Micro-Epsilon lightweight thermal imaging camera 
 
The experimental investigations shown below have been performed on a mockup 
concrete bridge deck conducted at Rutgers University campus [Figure 5-13]. The 
concrete deck dimension was 31ftx13ftx8in. Uniform grid was drawn on the surface of 
the deck to determine number of pass needed to cover the whole deck. Figure 5-13(a) 
shows deck inspection with the multispectral system using a portable cart whereas Figure 
5-13(b) represents the same deck inspection using UAV.  The multispectral system 
implemented on the UAV based inspection [Figure 5-13(b)], was explained earlier in this 
section [Figure 5-13]. A different IR-RGB camera combination was used to perform the 
experiment as shown in Figure 5-13(a). In this case, the IR camera was FLIR SC325 and 
the RGB camera was Logitech C90 webcam. These optical systems were mounted on 
wooden member and then attached on the moving cart to make it portable [Figure 
5-13(a)].     
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Figure 5-13: Deck inspection using multispectral imaging system (a) Moving cart (b) 
UAV 
 
The purpose of this investigation was to study feasibility of the use of UAV for 
assessment of infrastructure. The primary goal was to map the mock-up concrete deck 
using a multispectral approach consisting of IR-RGB imaging. To this aim, a preliminary 
test using portable cart [Figure 5-13(a)] was performed to develop thermograph and high 
resolution RGB image of the entire concrete deck surface [Figure 5-14(a) & (b)]. The 
reason for this IR-RGB multispectral system was to find out subsurface delamination 
from IR images and to locate the surface cracks from the high resolution images. Figure 
5-14(b) shows the thermal contour of the deck surface which represents three 
delamination as marked D1, D2 and D3. Their corresponding locations also indicated in 
Figure 5-14(a). After this conventional test approach, A UAV based inspection was 
performed to see if the similar results can be obtain or not. Figure 5-14(c) show the 
results from the UAV inspection. The images from UAV inspection show the same 
delamination [D1,D2 & D3] and their corresponding locations [Figure 5-14(c)] as those 
were discovered using the portable cart system [Figure 5-14(b)]. This UAV was equipped 
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with both IR and RGB cameras as well and was manually routed by an operator due to 
small space required by testing. Real time videos were recorded from the UAV cameras 
which also assisted the operator during the flight to ensure the entire deck was covered. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14: Multispectral scanning of bridge deck (a) RGB image (b) IR thermograph of 
the deck (c) IR-RGB scanning results using UAV 
5.4 Conclusions: 
The goal of this research is to check the feasibility of performing inspection with un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) equipped with an automated multispectral scanning system. 
This multispectral noncontact imaging system has vital benefits in unveiling incipient 
signs of deterioration that can lead to the rapid degradation of the deck, and in providing 
comprehensive records of their locations.  The collected data and processed images 
indicates that high resolution multispectral aerial imaging technology is capable of 
detecting visible defects on bridge superstructures, which can help in the identification of 
possible crack like features and bridge surface conditions. A manned helicopter was used 
to acquire high resolution images and their advantages and limitations were discussed. 
Such a non-contact multispectral system could be mounted on an aerial platform 
eliminating the need for traffic closure or control. The development of a non-contact, 
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multispectral, inspection system mounted on UAVs could result in the rapid assessment 
of bridge decks and in the localization of regions of interest with surface cracking and 
internal delamination requiring further attention. This system could guide more in depth, 
low speed-high resolution inspections. Ultimately such a system could make a difference 
in the management and distribution of the financial resources for the maintenance of the 
bridges. 
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CHAPTER 6 : INSPECTION OF CONCRETE BRIDGE DECK 
SPECIMEN USING DATA FUSION OF ACTIVE NDT 
TECHNIQUES 
6.1 Abstract: 
Inspection of bridge decks is of primary importance in the field of bridges 
maintenance since, unless other structural components, they are more subjected to 
degradation and traffic-induced deterioration phenomena. Among the various 
deterioration mechanisms, delaminations are generally difficult to detect because no 
visible effects are usually observed on the deck surface. Since the entity of the damage 
progressively increase during time, methodologies able to effectively detect 
delaminations are needed in order to design appropriate solutions and reduce 
maintenance costs. In this work, the results obtained using two different nondestructive 
techniques, namely the impact echo (IE) method and the infrared thermography (IR), are 
compared. Experimental tests have been performed on a 20cm thick concrete slab 
containing delaminations of various extensions and on a small 60cm×60cm×20cm 
concrete specimen. Impact echo tests have been performed, with ultrasonic waveforms 
collected on an orthogonal grid of points spaced 30cm apart. Spacing was reduced to 5 
cm for IE data collection in the small block. Leveraging different features extracted from 
IE, delaminations have been located. The results obtained using the impact echo test have 
been compared with those extracted using the infrared thermography. The main concept 
behind the use of the IR is that embedded horizontal interfaces behave as heat traps, 
resulting in different temperature areas on the slab surface. A discussion on the pro and 
cons of the two methodologies is provided and the paper ends with a preliminary attempt 
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to perform data fusion, combining the results from the 2 different nondestructive 
techniques. 
6.2 Heat transfer using FEM: 
A finite element modelling was performed for heat transfer analysis of the concrete deck 
specimen. The modelling was performed to predict the amount and time of heating that 
will be needed for visibility of delamination in the IR image. According to the model, it 
requires 120 w/m2 heat fluxes to be applied on the front surface of the specimen at about 
4 hours for the 2 inch delamination to be appearing in the IR images. Table 6-1 represents 
the material properties of the specimen that were used for the ABAQUS FEM simulation 
whereas Table 6-2 shows input parameters for the IR camera to perform quantitative 
thermography.  Figure 6-1 represents the comparison of surface thermal gradient between 
FEM and experimental investigation. 
 
Table 6-1: Material properties for FEM simulation 
Material Property 
Masonry 
Block 
Mortar Grout 
Density, r (kg/m
3
) 1620 960  2600 
Thermal conductivity, k (W/m.K) 0.93 0.29 1.23 
Specific Heat, c (J/kg.K) 880 780 980 
Emissivity, e 0.93 0.93 0.92 
Convection heat transfer coefficient 
to air, h ( W/m
2
.K ) 
20 20 20 
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Table 6-2: Input parameters on IR camera for quantitative thermography  
Emissivity Distance Ref Temp Humidity Room Temp 
0.93 1.25m 70
o
F 26% 74
o
F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-1: Heat transfer modelling and comparison with transient active thermography 
(a) Specimen with location of delamination (b) Surface thermal gradient from active 
transient thermography (c) Surface thermal gradient from FE model 
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Figure 6-2: Transient thermography results (a) Location of temperature measurements (b) 
Applied heat flux throughout the time (c) Transient thermal response from FEM (d) 
Transient thermal response from experiment 
 
6.3 Experimental Setup: 
6.3.1 Test Plan 
This experimental investigation has been performed on a mockup concrete bridge 
deck built by the Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation (CAIT) at 
Rutgers University main campus [Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4]. The concrete deck 
dimensions are 9.5m×4m×0.2m. An uniform grid was drawn on the surface of the deck to 
determine the locations to collect measurements [Figure 6-3(a)]. Each cell on the grid 
was approximately 0.3m×0.3m. The grid intersections were labelled and progressively 
numbered also to facilitate image stitching and locate regions of interest such as potential 
delaminations [Figure 6-3(b)]. 
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A second specimen tested at Drexel University [Figure 6-3(c)], is represented by a 
small concrete deck specimen designed to perform a more controlled experiment. This 
small deck specimen is 0.6m×0.6m×0.2m in dimension and it contains three 
0.10m×0.10m×3mm delaminations embedded at 5cm, 10cm and 15cm depth. An uniform 
grid was also drawn on the specimen surface with 5.1cm×5.1cm unit cell size [Figure 
6-3(c)].  
 
Figure 6-3: Grid formation (a) Scaling the grid (b) lebaling intersections (c) Small 
Concrete Specimen. 
 
6.3.2 IRT setup: 
A multispectral scanning approach consisting of infrared thermography (IRT) and 
RGB imaging was used to map the entire mock-up deck. This multispectral system was 
mounted on a moving cart to make it portable throughout the deck [Figure 6-4(b)]. The 
vertical distance from the infrared camera and the scanned surface allowed an 
approximate scanning area of 1m×0.8m. The RGB scanning was performed from the 
same altitude which allows a 1.2m×1.2m scanning region. The image acquisition rate was 
set as 30Hz for both IR and RGB cameras during the scanning of the deck [Figure 
6-4(b)]. The whole deck was scanned with a total of five passes along its length by 
simultaneous recording of IR and RGB videos. 
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Another test was performed by the same multispectral system but the cameras were 
positioned at a fixed location [Figure 6-4(a)]. The cameras were mounted on a tripod, 
which was place over an elevated platform, with an angle of approximately 45
o
 to focus 
on the deck surface. This inclination allowed a larger field of view compared to the test 
showed in [Figure 6-4(b)]. The cameras with the tripod were fixed at three different 
locations to allow a minimum 20% image overlap of the adjacent scanned regions and 
altogether covered the whole deck. Finally these images were stitched together to map the 
whole deck. In this case, the image acquisition rate was set at 4Hz and the simultaneous 
IR-RGB video recording time was 5min.  
Both the tests were performed in a partially sunny day with an average daytime air 
temperature of 55
o
F. A concrete surface emissivity value of 0.93 was considered during 
IR camera calibration. Ideal conditions for IR testing require sunny weather. 
 
Figure 6-4: IRT setup (a) Monitoring from a fixed position (b) inspection using moving 
cart (c) Transient Thermography on small concrete specimen. 
 
While the test performed on the deck is often considered a passive thermography test, 
where the heat source is natural coming from the environment, active thermography 
requires an artificial heat source. Active thermography was performed on the small 
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concrete block [see Figure 6-4(c)]. External heat sources were used to apply heat flux on 
the front surface of the small concrete block. The specimen was heated for 3 hours and 
then it was allowed to cool down for additional 2 hours. Temperature maps were 
recorded with the same IR camera previously described.   
6.3.3 IE Setup: 
The Impact Echo testing was performed using a high-frequency impact hammer that 
generates stress waves [Figure 6-5(a)]. A miniature PCB Piezotronics accelerometer 
Model 352C67 was used to receive the signals generated by a miniature impact hammer 
PCB model 086E80. The accelerometers had an operating frequency range from 0.5-
100 kHz with a resonant frequency ≥35 kHz. The impact hammer has a resonant 
frequency ≥100 kHz and a measurement range of 222 N pk. A LabVIEW based 
acquisition program was used to record the generated and received waveforms through a 
National Instrument PXI (NI PXIe-1062Q) unit [Figure 6-5(b)]. The triggering value for 
this acquisition was 0.1 Volts. The recorded signal length was equal to 100,000 points 
with a sampling rate of 1 MHz. 
 
Figure 6-5: IE setup performed using (a) impact hammer and high frequency 
accelerometers; (b) Data acquisition using National Instrument PXI. 
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6.4 Results and Discussions: 
6.4.1 IRT & IE results: 
This investigation was performed to assess a mock-up concrete bridge deck by 
identifying its surface and subsurface condition. Figure 6-6 shows the stitched RGB 
images and IR images of the deck surface that were collected from the multispectral 
system. ASTM D4788 (Standard, 2007) standard defines the conditions and appropriate 
methodology for an infrared survey of a bridge deck. This standard was followed during 
the infrared IRT test. The RGB images and IR images of different segments were also 
assembled and stitched together to provide imaging of the entire deck. Figure 6-6(a) 
shows the overall RGB stitched image of the entire deck. The hot spots regions in the 
thermal contours shown in Figure 6-6(b) and (c), represent potential subsurface 
delaminations. Three distinct delaminations were observed and marked D1, D2 and D3 in 
Figure 6-6(a).  
Three lines were traced along the length of the deck to perform a scan of the entire 
mock-up bridge structure. The lines were marked as Line1, Line2 and Line3 respectively 
in Figure 6-6(a). Temperatures along the lines were measured while performing the 
moving scan test and they are shown in Figure 6-7, Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9. 
Figure 6-7 shows the temporal temperature profile along line1. A sharp increase in 
temperature along this line is due to presence of delamination D1 and the corresponding 
IR image is also shown in Figure 6-7. The IR estimated peak temperature of this profile is 
approximately 79.2
o
F.  
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Figure 6-6: Potential delamination locations in mock up bridge deck; (a) stitched RGB 
images; (b) and (c) close view of delaminations observed by the IR camera. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-7: Temporal temperature profile for IR scanning along Line1. 
 
The temporal profile along Line2 is shown in Figure 6-8. Average temperature along 
this line is approximately 78.5
o
F. Because of the presence of delamination D2, a 
temperature increase with a peak of approximately 81.4
o
F was captured. The IR image of 
the delamination causing the temperature increase is shown in Figure 6-8.  
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Figure 6-8: Temporal temperautre profile for IR scanning along Line2. 
 
Figure 6-9 represents the temporal temperature profile along line3. The average 
temperature along this line is approximately 77.5
o
F. A temperature raise with a preak of 
about 82.2
o
F was observed along this profile and caused by the presence of delamination 
D3.   
 
Figure 6-9: Temporal temperautre profile for IR scanning along Line3. 
Transient Thermography was also performed on a small concrete block to detect 
delamination embedded within the specimen. Figure 6-10(a) represents the IRT image 
after 3 hours of heating. Delamination located at 5cm depth became visible from the IR 
image during the active transient thermography. The hot spot in Figure 6-10(a) shows the 
location of the delamination. The peak temperature corresponding to this hot spot was 
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estimated by IR imaging as 108°F. 
Figure 6-10: Features extracted from small concrete specimen test; (a) IR thermograph, 
(b) Amplitude contour from IE, (c) Energy contour from IE (d) FFT contour from IE. 
 
 
An Impact Echo test was also performed on the small concrete block. A total of 121 
waveforms were recorded on a regular grid of 11×11 points. Three features were 
extracted from the IE test waveforms and are summarized by the contour maps shown in 
Figure 6-10(b), (c) and (d). Figure 6-10(b) represents the ratio between the maximum 
amplitude of the recorded acceleration time history in the time domain (after application 
of the Hanning window to discard the Rayleigh wave) and the maximum amplitude of the 
hammer time history. Figure 6-10(c) is the ratio between the energy of the signal in the 
time domain extracted from the windowed acceleration time history and the energy in the 
time domain of the hammer time history. Finally, Figure 6-10(d) represents the area 
underneath the FFT curve of the windowed acceleration time history divided by the area 
below the FFT curve of the hammer time history. 
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Figure 6-11: Features used in data fusion for the large concrete deck (a) Thermal 
measurement at each grid point (b) IE energy ration between gererated and received 
signal from IE test (c) Frequency plot from the IE test 
 
Figure 6-11 shows the features that were used to perform data fusion for the large 
concrete bridge deck. These features were used in the mahalanobish distance equation to 
locate outlier.   
 
6.4.2 Data fusion: 
The features shown in Figure 6-10 were extracted using different sensors and 
collected with different resolutions. While IR features are extracted using a FLIR camera 
rapidly providing 320×240pixels for each image (76,800 temperature values), IE can be 
quite time costly and must be repeated at each location (121 points in the case of the 
small specimen, 360 locations in the case of the bridge mock-up deck). To provide a 
visual representation of these heterogeneous sets of data, a possible approach is provided 
by the Outlier Analysis (Rizzo, Sorrivi, di Scalea, & Viola, 2007; Worden, Manson, & 
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Fieller, 2000). Outlier analysis was first performed to fuse the IRT and IE results 
collected from the small concrete block test. An outlier is a datum that appears 
statistically inconsistent with the baseline (Khan, Bolhassani, Kontsos, Hamid, & Bartoli, 
2015; Arun Manohar & Lanza di Scalea, 2013). A total of four features were used for the 
small block test: one from IRT test and the other three from IE test. All these four 
features were previously plotted in Figure 6-10. The features were fused together to 
enhance test results and increase reliability. Mahalanobis distance was calculated for each 
pixel using the IRT and IE features. The equation used for this calculation is: 
D = (x - x̅)
T
S-1(x - x̅)                                                                                                    (1) 
where x is the potential outlier, S is the covariance matrix of the baseline and x̅ is the 
mean vector. A flow chart on calculating Mahalanobish distance is shown in Figure A 1.   
Figure 6-12(a) represents the fused image from the small concrete block test. To 
estimate Outlier Analysis, the data from IE shown in Figure 6-10(b), Figure 6-10(c) and 
Figure 6-10(d) were oversampled to provide a consistent number of samples for both 
Infrared and Impact Echo. The red circles in Figure 6-12(a) represents the locations 
considered for the baseline data set. 
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Figure 6-12: Data fusion of IRT and IE; (a) Small deck Specimen, (b) Large deck 
specimen. 
 
Figure 6-12(b) shows the Mahlanobis distance map for the large mock-up concrete deck, 
in which the following features have been used: i) the down sampled temperature map 
obtained from the IR camera (temperatures were computed on the grid points where IE 
was performed); ii) the peak frequency of the recorded IE signals (the FFT algorithm has 
been applied to a Hanning windowed signal to filter out the contribution of the Rayleigh 
wave); iii) the ratio between the energy of the windowed time signal and the energy of 
the input signal in the time domain. Each of these features has been shown in Figure 
6-11. To construct the baseline vector, the points indicated with red circles have been 
used. The red dashed rectangles correspond to the estimated delamination locations as 
seen in the IR results. It should be noted that, given a resolution of 30cm in the IE data 
collection, the outlier analysis might provide a slightly shifted location of the 
delaminations. This outlier analysis was also performed on a pristine concrete deck 
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sample and the results confirmed that no delamination were present on it [Figure B 1].    
6.5 Conclusions: 
This research presents a combination of two different NDT techniques for the 
evaluation of a mock-up concrete bridge deck and a small concrete specimen with 
embedded delaminations. The results from the impact echo and infrared thermography 
testings were compared and fused to detect horizontal delaminations. The locations of 
these delamination were unknown for the investigated mock-up bridge deck. The IR 
method is used to detect changes in the surface temperature that are due to the heat 
trapping effects of the subsurface delaminations and IE is typically used to observe shifts 
in the frequency spectrum of the transient wave travelling along the thickness direction of 
the slab. IR image provides high spatial resolution and potentially rapid assessment 
compared to the IE. However, the fusion with features extracted from IE improves the 
final imaging of the tested specimens and provides a clear indication of existing shallow 
delaminations. Therefore, the fusion of two different NDT methods could improve 
reliability of the inspection and assessment of concrete bridge decks. 
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMERY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1 Summary of Research Program 
The major outcome from this research work is an integrated structural health 
monitoring (ISHM) system using multi-sensing NDT techniques. The combination of 
NDT techniques for the integrated system was selected to solve case by case basis 
problems. Finite element models (FEM) were also developed to predict the results from 
certain NDT techniques.  A detail calibration process described for quantitative 
measurements. The integrated system was installed to detect both active and inactive 
flaws. The integrated monitoring scheme was mounted on a portable system for rapid 
assessment. Finally, data fusion algorithms were used for data processing with the results 
obtained from these integrated system.       
At the beginning of this thesis an extensive literature review was conducted to 
determine the current state of knowledge on the topics at hand. Then the wide-ranging 
description of the workshop was portrait through different phases. 
7.2 Specific Conclusions and Implications: 
Based on the results of the research program described in different chapters, the 
following conclusions can be made: 
 A combination of different NDT techniques can be successfully applied for structural 
evaluation and damage interpretation of concrete masonry walls. Infrared 
thermography (IRT) and ultrasonic impact echo (IE) is suitable for monitoring 
subsurface structural condition whereas acoustic emission (AE) is useful for 
progressive damage monitoring.    
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 Finite element modeling (FEM) for heat transfer analysis can successfully predict 
infrared thermography (IRT) results. A controlled active thermography is useful to 
detect delamination that may not appear with passive thermography. Outlier analysis 
of transient thermography can enhance the quality of IR visual image.  
 Multi-sensing NDT schemes can be installed in a portable system for rapid 
assessment of infrastructure. The portable system can be either air or ground 
transportation system.  
 Data fusion of active NDT techniques increases the reliability of investigation 
outcomes. It highlights the area of interests that common between different NDT 
investigations. 
 
The aforementioned research program is expected to have the following implications: 
 The multi-sensing integrated scheme installed on a portable system enable owners to 
quickly assess the condition of critical components of their infrastructure 
 It will also allow periodic inspections of infrastructures during operational periods 
without any interruption 
 It will highlight critical areas of the structure that needs to be considered for in-depth 
inspections by other state of the art systems such as RABIT
TM
 
 It will help to determine the type and severity of the damage 
 It will enable the owner of the structure to change routine repair strategies; 
 It will help the owners in making better-informed decisions regarding maintenance, 
repair, and rehabilitation of vital infrastructure. 
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Finally this research could have implications in other fields of engineering. As an 
example, it could trigger similar studies in the area of building envelope energy 
dissipation. 
 
7.3 Recommendations for future work 
This research program is limited to the number of NDT techniques used for 
developing multi-sensing integrated system. Further research is needed to investigate the 
overall performance this hybrid monitoring system. The followings are recommended for 
future work to be completed in this area: 
 The multi-sensing hybrid NDT system can be mounted on in-situ bridge structures for 
long term monitoring under service loads. 
 Parametric studies can be conducted for finite element heat transfer modeling on 
different specimen in different environmental condition. 
 An active transient thermography system can be designed that can satisfy the 
requirement for finding even small delamination at higher depth. 
 For data fusion, the outlier analysis needs to be implemented on real time acquisition 
software such as in LABVIEW for continuous monitoring of results and avoid post-
processing time.      
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APPENDIX B. DATA FUSION ON PRISTINE CONCRETE DECK 
SPECIMEN 
 
 Figure B 1: Data fusion on pristine deck specimen (a) IRT plot (b) Energy ratio 
between generated and received IE signal (c) Frequency peak of the IE signal (d) 
Flawless concrete deck specimen (e) Fused image  
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